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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

MAY 10, 1990

FlEE

Battling
Hollywood
homophobia:

The straight
truth about
gay film
By Ann Sitomer

The Maine Les bian & Gay Film Festi val is
a success even before the lights go down for
the first show. The organizers have made
their point: films about lesbians and gay
men are for everyone.
The three-day festival grew out of an "if
only ... " idea less than a year ago. On Friday, May 11, more than two dozen independent films and videos from around the
world will open in Portland.
"Whereas some gay events put pressure
on people to come out, the festival hasn't hit
on people's fears," says festival producer
Polly Pollard. ''The festival feels like a reinforcement of a lifestyle, a positive event."
Such fearless enthusiasm hasn't always
characterized gay film. Hollywood censored
homosexuality out of movies for more than
30 years. And while lesbian and gay film
roles have resurfaced during the last 20
years - they almost always reinforce false,
offensive stereotypes. These mindless mainstream movies promote the us vs. them view
of homosexuality. And the few good mov- '
ies about homosexuals that have been made
are branded the same way - for them.
Nothing could be more wrong. Festivals
in New York, Chicago, San Francisco, L.A.
- and now Portland - have demonstrated
the straight truth about gay film: it's for
everyone.
Continued on page 6
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of real family love.

"A smile for everyone" Djaylan says. Will this make the world a
better place? I am shocked by such naivete. There are more productive wa.ys of expressing our strength, and our hope for humanity
than smiling at every man that passes us on the street. Yes Djaylan,
this world is out of control. Women have got to realize this, and
protect themselves. Yes Djaylan, women have been raped for a
single well-meaning smile. Then we (society) blame them, and say
they should have been more careful, should watch where they go,
when they go, and who they go with. What did people first ask
about the Central Park jogger. They asked whatwas she doing there
atthat time? She should have known better. She should have stayed
home, locked her doors and windows. Instead she expressed her
love of life, of movement, and of freedom that we should all be
allowed to express. Our basic freedoms are limited every single day
of our lives.
I do not appreciate, nor askfor, the hoots and hollers, the whistles
and honks from passing cars. It is an invasion, an insult. This is not
an expression of the appreciation of beauty, itisa put down. Women
are objects to be checked out and graded. This is not to say that all
men are potential threats and ogres. It is simply a fact that there are
some very angry, very confused people out there. You can not make
them feel better about themselves with a smile.
Yes, women do bash men, and likewise men bash women. But
how can you blame this negativity on women? The problems arise
when men feel the need to assert their power on women. Yes
Djaylan,Idofeel good about me. ButI cannot make others feel good
about themselves. Yes, I am angry - with society and with your
point of view. Too many strong, confident, beautiful women, have
had their lives shattered by abuse at the hands of men. It is our duty
to help them feel good about themselves again. It isourduty to teach
our sons and daughters to respect one another. Once we have
mutual respect and understanding, the smiles will come naturally
- they will not be forced, they will not be threatening.

~~~
C.MacMahon
Freeport
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I think Djaylan is way off base in blaming women for all the
negativity around. Personally, I get tired of strangers commenting
on my anatomy. Frankly, hearing "Hey nice tits baby, wanna f-!"
from a guy on a bike who almost hit me, does not tum me on. Until
men stop treating women as playthings, conditions will not improve.
However, Djaylandid make me think a bit about my life. Yes I do
feel good about myself and I would like to help others feel good
about themselves too! Therefore, Djaylan should be pleased to
know that today, when two guys whistled at me from a truck, I
turned,gave themahuge smile, and only then flipped them the bird.

~~-~~~
Michelle Skoora-Chalmers

Ultimately, I find it intensely positive that these issues are being
discussed at all. In her last letter, Djaylan writes, "I feel sorry that
society has programmed women to bash men!" I would ask Djaylan
to take a moment to reflect one her own programming. Her's was a
political letter-a fact which she refused to own. Itisa politics which
is particular to contemporary American society and best represented by books such as "I'm OK, You're OK" and "The Power of
Positive Thinking" to be followed soon after by "Winning Through
Intimidation." The ideal that "happy" is good and "dissent" is
disturbed is a subtle, but powerful way of de-politicizing women
who speak out. Women who speak out against a "society" which
encourages women to use their physical beauty as a means of
empowerment are often referred to as "unhappy," "disturbed,"
"needing a man" or most popularly as "man-bashers." Personally,
I see a big difference between a mutually exchanged smile between
two human beings and a whistle, which reduces a woman to being
the "object" of a man's gaze. If Djaylan wishes to speak out to and
for women then she should pe.r haps choose her language more
carefully. Furthermore, her self-introduction would look nice in the
personal section of Casco Bay Weekly. Forest deer (the Turkish
translation of Djaylan) are a big Maine commodity.
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GOPs decline gay/lesbian invite
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Maine National Bank, subsidiary of the financially struggling
Bank of New England, has been given a cease-and-desist order by
the Federal Office of the Comptroller of Currency (OOC), According to OOC spokesman Dean DeBuck, the bank will now be
required by the feds to "manage their portfolio in a more specific
way." Due to "loan losses that need to be addressed" the federal
agency will hammer out a plan with Maine National "to make it
more solvent and take other steps to raise capital."
Meanwhile, a group of local investors led by local real estate
developer Robert C.S, Monks continue to try to buy the bank.
Tony Payne, spokesperson for Monks, said that the group is
undaunted by the feds tinkering with the bank: "(The cxx: is)
setting forth a series of steps that puts (Maine National) in better
financial order so the Monks' group is continuing to pursue it.. ,
Not a lot has changed that chills in any way the sale of the
property."
But Gerard Cassidy, a financial analyst at Tucker Anthony
Investment Corp, in Portland, said that the feds involvement
"does add an element of unattractiveness" to buyers who first
"step up to the plate" to buy the bank. Since the Monks group has
already seen Maine National's books, Cassidy thinks the government action came as no surprise to them,

Planned Parenthood Maine-bound
KODAK@
CAMERA

3 99

3995

35 MM , Blisler Pack

SUPER PHARMACY
568 Congress St. Portland • 773-7016

Memories
Of Mom -

She's your one and only!
Stay in touch with pictures.

Planned Parenthood, the oldest and largest family planning
agency in the United States, is planning to open clinics in Maine.
Laurel Brownell, spokesperson for Planned Parenthood of Northern New England, said that Planned Parenthood is "at the early
stages of looking at needs" in Maine. Brownell won't pin down a
target date for clinics, but she does expect clinics eventually to
crystalize in Portland and elsewhere in Maine.
"Clearly there's a need for abortion services, and we'll be
looking at setting up (lobbying) and fundraising groups," said
Brownell. "Clinical services would include contraceptives, sexually transmitted disease (STD) testing and treatinent, and gynecological treatment." While the clinics serve women primarily,
some offer SID tests and vasectomy services for men. Maine and
South Dakota presently are the only states in the country that lack
Planned Parenthood clinics. A group of people from Planned
Parenthood have met three times with a group from Maine's
Southern Coastal Family Planning,

Radon way

up in Gray schools

Three schools in Gray have tested for radon levels among the
highest found in the country, but state officials are warning
students and parents not to panic. "We're not talking about a situation where kids are literally being gassed," said StephenZayszly,
an environmental health Specialist with the Maine Department of
Human Services, Radon is a colorless, odorless and tasteless gas
created naturally by the breakdown of Uranium in the soil. It is
suspected of causing lung cancer_
Zayszly said that some schools across the country have measured higher levels of radon in some parts of their building than the
highest found in the Gray schools, but he added that "this consistency of high (readings) hasn' t been seen before." The Environmental ProtectionAgency will visi tthe school in June to do further
tests and "do extensive mitigation" to bring down the radon level.
Zayszly said that he has received some calls from concerned
parents who have pulled kids out of Gray schools: "There is no imminent short-term danger_., If I lived in the area, I would have no
problem with my kids being in those schools."

WEIRD NEWS:
Pictures bring it home.
30 Citl' Center, Portlalld • 772-7296
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Everything grows In my mothers garden,
Camellias, delicate pinks and whites,
Splendid scarlets, grace/ulllliles,
Regal Iris, cheer/1{1, ranuncules.
But now, a mother myself,
J crave a secret or two.
J want to garden as she does
With grace and love and skill.
We ordered bulbs together
This past summer.
She claims to envy my tulIPS.
I want only this,
My son or daughter to say one day:
Everything grows in my mothers garden.

a.

Garden Baskets full

Maine Nat'l gets cease-and-desist

10% off
All perfumes
through
Mother1s Day
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When the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance (MLGPA)
decided to throw a candidates forum for First Congressional
District seat aspirants, they invited all five Democratic candidates
and both Republican candidates. But according to MLGP A president Diane Elze, all five Democrats agreed to come to the forum
while the two Republicans, David Emery and state lawmaker
John McConnick, declined the invitation,
Dennis Light, campaign manager for McCormick said, "We
probably cannot attend it. It's a matter of prioritizing. Everyone
wants him to appear and its not always possible to physically get
him there," Sherry Nemmer, who works on Emery's campaign,
said the Republican would be unable to attend the May 15 event
because he would be at a Lion's Club meeting.
"My guess is they're writing off the gay /lesbian vote because
all the Democrats in the field have better records on human rights
issues than the two Republicans," said Craig Brown, state lawmaker Tom Andrews' co-campaign manager.

US-Rome /, Scarborol/gh • 883-7363

orSouthKorean prosecutors charged that the country's leading
maker of instant noodles used non-edible animal fat, or tallow,
normally used in producing antifreeze. The company then took
out newspaper ads to point out that using industrial tallow did
not violate any Health Ministry standards because there are none
for their products.
Roland Sweet/AlterNet

CBW illustration(Toki Oshima

Electing not to vote

of fresh flowers and
treasures. Perfect
for Mothers Day.
Delivery in Greater Portland

Voting in November could boost local turnout

Worldwide Floral Service
Open Monday--Saturday 8-8, Sunday 11-3

At the May 1 Portland municipal election,more elections," said Clenott, The mayor said that local
than 85 percent of Portland's registered voters candidates would be "overwhelmed" by media
elected not to vote, Now City Councillor Linda attention to candidates running for seats in state
Abromson and other local officials are calling for and federal Congress, not to mention presidential
local elections to be held on the same day in elections. Ronald Dorler chimed that local issues
November as state and federal general elections would get obscured in a combined election_
to boost voter turnout. Bu t opponents of the switch,
"I don't think that the state election will cloud
who include Portland Mayor Esther Clenott, (local) issues," argued Harlow, Dorler's ouster.
maintain that the local election should remain "Strong politicians will get their message across,..
distinct from the general election to allow voters As many people we can involve in the process, I
and candidates a better focus on local issues, They wantto involve," Fellow newcomer Pringle added
maintain that tacking our local election onto the ""that with proper media attention, combining the
general election would make the general election elections could encourage local politicians and
voters to explore the interrelationship between
too general.
local, state, and federal governments.
Few souls At the polls
Newcomer Rand agreed that "anything to get
While more than a half of Portland's electorate participation would be prudent," Combining the
usually come out for state and federal races, less elections would also save the city money when
than one-fourth of those voters tend to come out printing, labor and advertising costs were linked
in May for the local election, Only 15-32 percent of to another election, Harlow said, Bernsteinagreed
Portland's registered voters have cast votes in the that the elections should be combined to get more
May local election in the past fi ve years, In May of people out to vote.
1988, only 16 percent of Portland voters came to
the polls; in November of that same year, a presi- Other towns mAde switch
Freeport, Scarborough and South Portland all
dential election year, 66 percent of registered
Portland voters cast their votes.
have switched from separate local elections to
Portland historically has kept city elections having them double-date with state and federal
separate from other elections, Up until 1979, city elections. In 1984, when Scarborough still had a
elections were held in December. Portland separate date (in December) for its local election,
switched to May in the hope of getting more only about 25 percent of its voters voted for local
voters to the polls, Local leaders' rationale for the political hopefuls. But after switching to the
switch was that more voters would turn up due to common November election in 1985, from 32-67
nicer weather in May_ It was also felt that local percent of Scarborough voters have voted for
December races had proved anticlimactic after local, state, and presidential hopefuls all in one
the November general election.
trip to the polls.
"We have given the May voting date a test but
South Portland switched to piggyback the state
it hasn't worked," Abromson said in a written elections just last year, in 1989, In May of 1988, 25
statement. The councillor, who presently is run- percent of South Portlanders went to the polls
ning for the first district Congressional seat, said with the sole task of electing local officials; in
that she plans to request that the council refer a November of 1989 - when South Portlanders
question out to the voters this November that asks were also drawn to the polls by the controversial
if they want local elections to ~oncur with general spending-'cap repeal - 51 percent also voted for
elections,
their local poli ticians,
Abromson visited polls at the recent election:
Mayor Clenott said that she will continue to
"'The people working the polls were si tting there oppose the switch but will let voters take a whack
with nothing to do so that's how we got thinking at the issue, "I hope we don't change the election
about it," she said, It was the day after the election day, But if people say they want the opportunity
that Abromson proposed having the May voting to vote on it, then I'll send it out(to referendum),"
date changed to concur with the November state People would havea chance to speak out at public
and federal elections, The councillor lamented hearings, which would be required before the
that "some wonderful races" for council seats question went to the ballot.
drew such little attention, and so few votes. A
In a recent listener poll conducted by Portland
smattering of Portland's registered voters - only radio station WGAN, almost 150 listeners called
7,323 of 48,174 - ousted Edward Bernstein, who the station between 5:30 a.m. and noon to vote on
had sat on the council for 21 years, and Ronald moving the municipal election to November,
Dorler, who sat on the council for 6 years, Theo- According to news director Bill Muldoon, only 12
dore Rand snagged Bernstein's seat, Charles percent of the listeners said they would move the
Harlow snagged Darler's. Votersa1soelected Anne election to November while 78 percent voted to
Pringle to occupy the seat of Pamela Plumb, who keep the election in May, Muldoon said that in
is leaving the council and Portland for an ex- each of his nine years at WGAN, "people have
tended visit to Nepal. Cheryl Leeman ran for her marvelled at the low turnout" at municipal elections and have looked "to change to another date
District 4 seat unopposed,
. "We need to keep (the municipal) election in for higher turnout. But in my nine years I've seen
May and keep it separate from state and national no substantive changes_"
Andy Nt:Wl7lJJn

24 City Center • Portland, Maine • 828-2000
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A Spring UMI dress by Anne Crlmmons
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An easy two-piece, perfect for that summer
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'
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skirts and coats, all at 50% off
'
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The straight
truth about
gay film
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GUIDE
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LAWN -SCAPE
Nathan Russell
64 Eastern Prom, Portland, ME 04101
(207) 761-1635

Therapeutic Massage
&e L. Timpsom

Systems for Less ~ Training ... Consulting

Peter DeCrescenzo
774-1682

$4.95 - $9.95
also featuring hand-carved Prime Rib and Virginia Baked Ham

Homophobia thrives in Hollywood. Almost
20 years after Stonewall, the New York riot that
marked the beginning of the gay liberation
movement, gay men and lesbians are still
ignored, portrayed as tormented psychopaths
or simply ridiculed in mainstream movies.
Take, for example, Steven Spielberg's
butcher job of "The Color Purple." In Alice
Walker's novel, Celie was frigid with her
husband Mister. Celie's sexual awakening and
her subsequent independence from her husband are a result of her intimacy - sexual and
emotional - with her savvy female friend Shug.
But Spielberg obviously didn't learn anything
about independence. The director of "E.T." and
"Raiders of the Lost Ark" made another yet
flick aimed at the box office, not the viewer. All
he left of Celie and Shug's love scene was a kiss.
When I saw the movie the audience flipped
anyway. Being prepared for the kiss by Celie's
frightened timidity, several women in the
audience screamed, "don't kiss her!"
Or consider that the only character twisted
enough to murder Diane Keaton's promiscuous
lonelyheart in "Looking for Mr. Goodbar" is a
frustrated homosexual played by Tom Berenger. His character stampedes into the disturbing scene in the parking lot in drag, yelling that
he'll never wear women's clothes again. His
lover is in tears. As he rips off the outfit and
puts on blue jeans, it seems he's been coerced
into a relationship with the other, older man.
Terrified of his own homosexuality, he exits the
scene ranting, '1'm a pitcher, not a catcher."
Later, in bed with Keaton, pitcher Berenger
can't get it up. She laughs at him. He kills her.
The savage murder scene is driven by his
frustration. The movie's message: homosexuals
are tormented psychopaths. Ironically, in the
book that the movie was based on, her murderer was not gay.
Nor are recent films above taking cheap
shots at homosexuals. Last year's "Heathers"
made a sardonic comment on teenage peer
pressure. Two teenage rebels set out to destroy
their shallow classmates who perpetuate the
cliques and cliches of high school. The movie is
funny . But although it debunks one myth, it
perpetuates another - that of the inevitably
tortured homosexual. When the couple plot to
get rid of two football players, they make it look

Barbara Loewenberg-Idandy, M.A.

William J. Bisson,

Architect, P.A.

Certified Reality Therapist
• IndiVidual, family and group counseling
• Issues o f perso nal growth , depression & addiction
• Consultant fo r individuals with special needs
24 Victor Road· Ponland. Maine 04 103 • (207) 774.8149

"Gays have always been visible.
It's how they have been visible
that has remained offensive
for almost a century. /I

DEEDEE LOOK

-Vito Russo

CATERING
Nouvelle French and American Cuisine
P.O . Box 1864 Portland . ME 04104
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: Luncheon Specials of the Week
BBO Bluefish Teriyaki -$2.95
•••
Voodoo Jerk Chicken - $2.95
•
•

RAW BAR & GRILL

Brunch Menu [TOm 11 :30am to 2pm
Continued from front page

Macintosh
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60 OCEAN STREET· •• SOUTH PORTlAND • • • 7.7-71 • •
. . . . I Hours: Tues. - Sat • 11 :30am - I 0:30pm. Sun. 4:30pm - I 0:30pm
Closed Mondays • Sunday Night Blues Jam

like a double suicide. And why would two
healthy All-American boys want to die? Because they are homosexual.
In "Earth's Girls are Easy," a California
Valley Girl is visited by three sexy aliens. The
movie is frivolous, poking fun at California,
beach party movies and pop music. But several
times during the movie, the aliens "strangeness" is equated with homosexuality. Like, how

.

could three such totally cool guys be straight.

:
•••
••

When the forsaken fiance finds the aliens in his
house, he calls the police and amidst the
confusion notices the aliens in his fish tank,
blurting out, '1'Je's eating my blue gill dorkey!"
"Watch your mouth," one of the policemen
warns. Later in the police car, we discover the

•

...

or

Mother's Day Dinner {rom 2pm to lOpm
$9.95 - $12.95
AU entrees include fresh garden
salad. fresh .egetable cIwice of />OUJUJ ,
rice pilaf. or {res It pasta,
and homemade bread
Childrens Menu Available
Reservations Recommended
164 Middle Street, Portland
773·3

"Parting Glances." United States, 1986.
patrolman has a sign hanging from his rear
view mirror "Tight Butts Make Me Nuts."
These movies are intended for straight
audiences. They perpetuate the us vs. them
mentality that separates homosexuals from
heterosexuals. It's a bad picture, but it's not a
new release. The idea makes dramatic, comic
and box-office sense to Hollywood, which uses
one stereotype scapegoat after another: blacks,
Germans, women, homosexuals.
In a caustic afterward to of the 1987 edition
of 'The Celluloid Closet: Homosexuality in the
Movies," author Vito Russo writes: "There may
be an abundance of gay characters floating
around on various screens these days but plus
<;a change ... Gay visibility has never been an
issue in the movies. Gays have always been
visible. It's how they have been visible that has
remained offensive for almost a century."

Ignorance and violence
Hollywood is fond of claiming that it is
showing morals, not setting them. But the
infamous Production Code - and the hasty
retreat from it - show that the mainstream
movie business is only interested in showing
profits.
In 1915 the Supreme Court ruled that motion
pictures were not covered by the First Amendment guarantee of free speech: "the exhibition
of motion pictures is a business, pure and
simple, originated and conducted for profit, like
other spectacles, not to be regarded or intended
to be regarded ... as a part of the press of the
nation or as organs of public opinion." This
decision, Mutual Film Corporation v. Industrial
Commission of Ohio, was handed down four
days after the Supreme Court justices watched
D.w. Griffith's, "The Birth of the Nation," the
most banned film in history.
Once movies were not covered by the First
Amendment, censorship laws were passed. Vito
Russo calls the New York law, enacted in 1921,
typical: "it provided that a film 'should be
licensed by the state unless such a film or part
thereof is of such a character that the exhibition
would tend to corrupt morals or incite crime:
Indecency, immorality and obscenity were
nowhere described of defined on the statute,
and thus there was considerable latitude for
interpretation."
Even the few sensitive films that were made
during those years were edited: Leontine
Sagen's 1931 "Miidchen in Uniform" was based
on Christa Winsloe's play about a young
woman in love with her teacher at a boarding
school. When two American producers saw the
movie in Paris they bought the rights. But the
movie was cut for its American release, including a line which caused irrevocable damage to
the playwright's and director's intent. The line
censored was the teacher's defense of the girl's
feelings to the school's authoritarian headmistress, "What you call sins, Principal, I call the
great spirit of love, which has a thousand
forms."
In an effort to take the decision of what was
corrupt out of the courts, Hollywood began to
censor itself. This private censorship didn't
come about because movie producers wanted
to uphold the virtue of a nation, but because the
Catholic Church's Legion of Decency was

pressuring Catholics to boycott movie houses in
order to "rid the country of its greatest menace
- the motion picture."
In order to appease the Legion of Decency,
the Supreme Court, and other moral loudmouths, the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association of America (MPPDA)
moved quickly, establishing the Production
Code, which was in effect from 1934-1961.
The Code prohibited references to gays and
It!sbians, as well as sexually perverse activities
like married couples sharing a bed. "The
sanctity of the institution of marriage and the
home shall be upheld. Pictures should not infer
that low forms of sex relationship are the
accepted or common thing." Scenes of passion,
seduction, rape, sex perverSion and miscegenation (sex relationship between different races)
were forbidden. The Code also placed restrictions on the portrayal of crime and violence
(everything that rakes in bucks today). Sexual
difference, or even sex in a conventional
marriage, was relegated to the same level as
heinous crimes.
It wasn't until 1951 when Roberto Rossellini's movie "The Miracle" was banned in
New York for being "sacrilegious" that the 1915
Supreme Court decision was overturned.
By the early '60s the Code's provision against
"sex perversion" was the only restriction
remaining. Even this restriction would soon be
removed, but not because Hollywood and
movie goers had become more liberated. The
Code went as it had come, for purely economic
reasons. When European films and American
films made without the Code's seal of approval
-like Otto Preminger's "The Moon is Blue" and
"Advise and Consent" - began doing well at
the box office, the MP AA loosened its grip. The
MP AA wrote, "That in keeping with the
culture, the mores and the values of out time,
homosexuality and other aberrations may now
be trea ted wi th care, discretion and restraint."
Such "care" and "restraint" created psychopaths like the murderer in "Looking for Mr.
Goodbar."

Hi, I'm
Dr. Bruce L.
Abelson, D.C.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know thathecoming certified as a chiropractor requires a
minimum of six years of highly specialized college and graduate
school training?
Today's DoctorofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours of classroom instruction and must pass a rigid chiropractic board examination before earning a license. In most states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.

PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in sports injury rehabilitation, workplace injury prevention and personal injury. My
undergraduate studies took place at Northeastern University in
Boston. I have also earned the Doctor of Chiropractic·degree from
Northwestern College of Chiropractic in Bloomington, Minnesota.
During my training, I was elected to Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges. And, I have visited a number
of other chiropractic clinics to study their methods and procedures.

Additionally, three days out of each month I attend nationwide
seminars in Chicago, Atlanta and New York, to stay current on the
latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer you. If you
have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps you didn't know
that chiropractors go to such great lengths to continue their education in order to provide you with the latest techniques and the most
qualified service. Call me today and let me help you.
The symptoms most commonly treated by chiropracto .... are:

Independence and honesty
Independent· filmmaking has been on the
increase during the last decade, and more
movies have been made by gay and lesbian
filmmakers. But a lot of these films have
remained invisible to mainstream audiences.
One of the first commercially successful
movies about homosexuals was the 1978 French
film "La Cage aux Folles." The movie was a
success because it was sexless. The characters
were caricatures, not characters that demanded
to be taken seriously.
But in its wake, films that handled gay and
lesbian characters honestly slowly became
accessible to lesbians, gays and heterosexuals.
"Taxi Zum Klo," "Parting Glances," "Desert
Hearts" and "My Beautiful Laundrette" began
playing in movie houses in big cities.
The success of these movies in the gay
community was understandable. As Portland
festival producer Polly Pollard remarked, "for
lesbians and gay men, seeing ourselves on film
and video builds a sense of identity."
Continued on page 10
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To introduce you to the healing world of
chiropractic, please accept my special offer:

FREE EXAMINATION DURING
MAY
FREE!
FREE!
This examination normally costs $65.00 or more. I will include
orthopedic tests, neurological tests, a blood pressure test, a spinal
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excessive motion
in the spine, muscle strength tests and a private comprehensive
consultation to discuss the results.

846-6100
Dr. Bruce L. Abelson

ABELSON CHmOPRACTIC
76 Main Street, Yarmouth
Evening and Weekend
Appointments Availahle
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The straight truth
about gay film

F. O . Belley
Antlquorlons
137-141 Middle St.
Portlond, /VIE 04101
(207) 774-1479

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
••
••
: The Maine Lesbian & Gay Film Festival ••
•
•
• The criteria used to chose movies at this more experimental because they are less
•• festival
•••
are the same used for selecting any
expensive. Next year the festival hopes to
•
films - high production
show videos by Maine videographers.
••
•• festival-caliber
values, good direction, good scripts - but
Most importantly the festival is for fun
•
• these producers also wanted movies that
and a great chance to see movies any movie •
•
• create honest images about homosexuality. lover would have to travel far to see. As one ••
of these filmmakers are working in of the producers remarked, "we'd love films •
•• theMany
fringe.
of these movies are made
of this caliber to be part of our everyday film •
•• with small Some
•
budgets. The videos tends to be
experience. "
•
•

•
•
•

: FRIDAY

••
•

:
•
:
•
:
•
•
••

•

7 p.m.
"Le Jupon Rouge" Three women of
different ages and backgrounds are involved
in a passionate relationship and haunted by
one of the women's memory of the Nazi
camps. (Genevieve Lefebve, 1987, France)
9 p.m.
"Beyond Gravity" Offbeat story of the
love between two mismatched men. (Garth
Maxwell, 1988, New Zealand)

•

: SATURDAY

••

Mother's Day
can be
Anyday

By Appointment
775-2468
"Elevation." Australia, 1989.

Continued from page 9

Let us help you select
a loving gift for
Mother'S Day

Monday-Saturday 1(}.()
Sunday 12-5

american crafts
H F:xehange Street. Portland . Maine O-t 101 (107) 772·488 0
H ~leKown Street. Boothbay lIarbor. Maine O-lS,lH (207) 6.1.1·1 J66
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Let's go back to the
Good Egg Pizzeria
a g a i n tonight
Pi z z a is good fuel.

THE GOOD EGG

PIZZERIA
5 to 10 : 30 pm
7 nights 773 0801

12 noon
"A Death in the Family" Andrew Boyd
has two families to nurse and take care of
him as he's dying of AIDS. One is a group of
gay friends, the other is his family - father,
mother, brother and sister-in-law - who
have never accepted Andrew's homosexuality. (Stewart Main and Peter Wells, 1987,
New Zealand)
1 p.m.
Gay Shorts. Four shorts by Jerry Tartagia:
"A.I.D.s.C.R.E.A.M.," "ecce homo," "Fin de
Siecle" and ''Remembrance.'' Tartagia
writes, "My recent work has been informed
by AIDS and deals with the anti-sexual
feelings that have resurfaced in our co untry." Also, "Sleepin' Around," a comic look
at the search for a new companion after a
break-up with a long-time lover.
2 p.m.
"Novembermoon" is a love story between a German Jew and her French lover
set in Occupied France. (Alexandra van
Grote, 1984, West Germany, France)

•

Custom orders:
• One of a Kind
Fine Art Jewelry

Beautiful Moms
Deserve Beautiful Gifts

•
••
•
:
•
:
•
•
•
:
•
•••
•
:
•
:
•
••
•
:
•
:

In an article on England's Tynesyde Festival,
Judith William observes why these movies
affected the film-going community at large:
"Straight romance is becoming rather threadbare in opportuni ties for the kinds of obstacles,
misunderstandings, parental and social disapproval that used to fan the flame of traditional
movie romances, but now with films like
'Desert Hearts' and 'My Beautiful Laundrette:
the thrill of transgression can be rekindled as
gay romance against the backdrop of a repressive society."
There is an honesty in independent filmmaking that Hollywood's stereotypes cannot
approach, because Hollywood characters and
plots are so homogenized for middle America.
But many gay and lesbian films take this
honesty a step farther. A filmmaker who is honest about a character's sexuality takes a big step,
and there tends to be more honesty in other
aspects of the relationships described.
But there is still some hesitation about
making and marketing "gay" movies. Jill
Godmilow directed "Waiting For The Moon," a
drama about the relationship between Gertrude
Stein and Alice B. Toklas. She didn't address
the women's sexual relationship - believing
that if characters are openly gay then their
problems become homosexual rather than
human to a mainstream audience. She chose to
gloss over Gertrude and Alice's sexual relationship so as not to alienate segments of the
movie-going audiences. Skouras Pictures,
which distributed the movie wouldn't release it
to the L.A. Gay ILesbian Film Festival, because
they didn't want the movie billed as "gay."
But lesbian and gay films are being made
and seen. Chicago, L.A., San Fransisco, New
York and now Portland have festivals that
screen these movies - for everyone.

Ann Sitomer is 1m Associate Editor at Casco Bay Weekly,
where she writes often about reel life.

•

4 p.m.

:
•
:
•
:
•
•
•
•
:
•
:
•
:
•
:
•
:
•

''Parting Glances." Vito Russo writes
'''The genius of 'Parting Glances' is that none
of it is about being gay or how gay people
live ... It's a film about how people get
along; in this case, most of them happen to
to be gays ... " (Bill Sherwood, 1986, U.s.)
6 p.m .
"Because The Dawn," a 40-minute
musical comedy, is a modern-day vampire
picture. The story is one of obsession. A
female photographer Ariel roams Manhattan looking for an image for an ad campaign
for a new fragrance: Starvation. She finds
Marie, a saxophone playing vampire who
wants Ariel to take her picture. The director
wrote, "Vampires are outcasts; they are .
good metaphors for forbidden desires. As a
vampire a woman can get away with
anything.:' (Amy Goldstein, 1988, U.s.)

•••

7 p.m.

•

•••
•
••
•
:
•
:

•
•
••
•
••
•

"She Must Be Seeing Things" explores the
relationship of a Latin American lawyer
Agatha and a white filmmaker Jo. Agatha's
expectations, jealousy and illusions in the relationship are vividly portrayed. The movie
has raised the issue of heterosexual dynamics in lesbian relationships ad filmmaker
Sheila Mclaughlin will be present at a
discussion following the screening of the
movie. (Sheila Mclaughlin, 1987, U.s.)
10:30 p.m.
"Elevation." Love in an elevator. (Stephen
Cummings, 1989, Australia).
10:45
"Taxi Zum Klo" is Frank Ripploh's autobiographical account of the sexual issues of
contemporary gay life. Two sides are taken
by Ripploh, who plays himself, and his reallife lover Bernd Broaderup. Ripploh wants
to be sexually promiscuous. Bernd would
rather stay at home in a quiet, monogamous
relationship. (Frank Ripploh, 1980, West
Germany)

SUNDAY

•
•
•
••
••
•
••
••
•

12 noon
"Before Stonewall: The Making of a Gay
and Lesbian Community" examines the
forces which led up to the three days of
rioting begun by the patrons of the Stonewall Inn in New York after a police raid. The
Stonewall riot is often referred to as the
beginning of the gay liberation movement in
this country. Greta Schiller's documentary
traces the homosexual experience in America from the Roaring '20s through the 1969
Stonewall riots. (Greta Schiller, 1986, U.s.)
2 p.m.
"Looking For Langston." Isaac julien' s
documentary looks at Black gay life in New
York's Harlem during the '30s. Mark Finch
•
of the British Film Institute writes, ''Poems
•
••
by Langston Hughes and Essex Hemphill
play against a plethora of poses - men
•
naked, lazy, lounging, cruising." (Isaac
:
•
Julien, 1988, Great Britain)
3 p.m.

••

"Kamikaze Hearts." A woman's life is
transformed as she is drawn into her lover's
world of strip joints, drugs and commercial
sex. (Juliet Brashore, 1986, U.S.)
4:30 p.m.
"Fun Down There" Roger Stigliano's
filmmaking has been described as falling
between the styles of Gus Van Sant ("Drugstore Cowboy") and Jim Jarmusch {"Mystery
Train"}. The comedy is about a young man's
journey from upstate New York down to the
gay community of the East Village, where
any doubts he may have had about his
homosexuality soon disappear. (Roger
Stigliano, 1988, U.s.)
6:15 p.m.
"I Need a Man Like You" Feminist humor
with a burlesque of sex roles and sexism.
(Kalli Paaskpuu and Daria Sternak, Canada,
1986)
6:45 p.m.
"Salut Victor!" Victor and Philippe are
two older gay men who meet in a nursing
home. Philippe just wants to live out the end
of his life quietly, while the mischievous
Victor intends to have a good time. (Anne
Claire Poirier, 1988, Canada)

•
:
•
:

VIDEOS
Videos will be shown Saturday and
Sunday at the festival. Many of the videos
are documentaries on subjects ranging from
the rights of the disabled to a portrait of
male impersonator Stonne DeLarverie.
A three-part program, "Video Against
AIDS," will be shown. The videos addresses
many issues surrounding AIDS, from
mourning to activism to fear of sexual
desire. Program I looks at PWA power, discrimination, and AIDS and Women. Program II looks at the resistance to the mainstream media reporting on AIDS, mourning
and community education. Program III
discusses the gUilt of sexual desire, an
analysis of right-wing homophobia and the
politiCS of AIDS. These videos range in
length from two to 38 minutes.
Opening night films are being shown at
the Portland Museum of Art. Films and
videos will be shown May 12 from noon to
midnight and May 13 from noon to 6 p.m. at
the Portland Performing Arts Center. Tickets
for individual showings are $5 each; day
passes are $10 for Friday and Sunday, $15
for Saturday.
For more information, call 799-1703.

May 10, 1990

THAI
GARDEN
Authentic Thai Cooking
ONE CITY _ CENTER
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with this ad
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HAVE YOU HEARD THE
SOUND OF THE PSO
pOPS SERIES

Fiddler On the Roof,
Chestnut Brass Company, Great Themes
of the Silver Screen, and Fiedler's
Favorites

ClASSICAL SERIES

Brahms' Symphony
No. 2, Beethoven's Symphony No. 7,
Berlioz's Symphonie Fantastique,
Mahler's Symphony No.5, Verdi's
Requiem, Wagner's Music
the Ring Cycle, Stravinsky's
Rite of Spring with
world-class artists

•
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•
:
•
:
•
:
•
•
•

All-Baroque concert
with Handel's Water
Music, All-Mozart
concert with
the "Jupiter"
Symphony, plus
music by
Respighi,
and

LET'S GO!
Please send me
a free '90-91
season packet.
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C ity, St., Zip, __________

Homepn()ne._ _ _ _ __
..... Pops 0 Class ical 0 Candlelight
Mag lc of Christmas
30 Myrtle St .. Portland. ME 04101

GET . . . . .
FIT!
S99
3
BEFORE YOU HIT THE
months
only

full
membership

reg.
$150

ABSOLUTELY 'NO INITIATION FEE ••• EVER!
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VISITS
ONLY

$25

STEP AEROBICS ARE HERE!

Portland ARegency
HEALTH CLUB
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 871-7054

A Journey through art. See May 17.

for a show at Portland City Hall
Auditorium. The Havalinas
open at 8 p.m. Tickets are $18.50,
available at Ticketron outlets
(including the Civic Center),
Stra wberries or by calling 1-800382-8080.

• Reading in good light: The
Annual Downeast Book Sale is
underway with more than
50,000 hardcover and paperback
books on sale to benefit Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of Greater
Portland. Most books cost less
than a buck. The bargains can be
had at the South Portland
• You've been looking at it all
Armory on Broadway at Waterman. The sale is today and
winter. Now it's time to get to
tomorrow 10 a.m.-9 p.m.,
know your snow. Casco Bay
Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. For more Greens are staging an event at
information, call 874-1016.
the infamous snow pile on
Baxter Boulevard in Portland.
• Laughing in the face of
nuclear annihilation: Dr. Louis
You are invited to participate by
Borgenicht, a member of Physipicking up and cataloguing
cians for Social Responsibility ,
samples of the snow that's
from Utah, makes a multi-media melting into Back Cove. Other
presentation on the anxieties of
environmental groups will
nuclear age and pop culture's
participate to raise awareness
humorous perspective on these
about what's in the snow and
fears. Borgenicht speaks at 7
what it could do to the water,
p,m. in Beam Classroom, Visual
Rubber gloves will be provided.
Arts Center, Bowdoin College,
Wear old clothes. The snow
Brunswick. The event is free and sampling begins at 5 p,m. For
open to the public, For more inmore information, call 774-4599.
formation, call 772-6710,
• Baby talk: Dr. Albert Eipper
• Fighting the label of folk:
presents a lecture and slide
Melissa Etheridge comes to
show, "Overpopulation: The
town with a guitar and a song
Quiet Crisis," at 7:30 p.m. at the

Portland Police Station, 109
Middle St., Portland. The talk,
sponsored by the Maine Group
of the Sierra Club, is free and
open to the public. For more information, call 389-1796.
• The Boy Singers of Maine
perform Benjamin Britten's
"Friday Afternoons" and works
by Bach and Hammerschmidt
this evening. The Singers have
performed internationally,
including a performance of
Britten's "War Requiem" with
the Leningrad Symphony in
Yugoslavia. Ben Noyes, who
was the winner of the PSO's
Young Artist Concerto Competi
tion, also performs. The concert
is at 7:30 p.m. at Woodfords
Congregational Church, 202
Wood fords St., Portland.

• The battle-worn Lightship
Nantucket is returning home,
Today the LongfellOW II is
steaming out to meet the returning lightship and escort it back
to its berth at Maine Wharf, The
cruise leaves Long Wharf at 10
a.m. and will return by 1 p .m.
Tickets are $10 for adults, $5 for
children, Proceeds from the fundraiser will go to the lightship,
which operates as a non-profit
museum, For more information,
call 774-3578.
• Music for moms and other
people: The Occasional Chorale
presents a program of accompanied and a cappella music in "A
Mother's Day Serenade."
Showtime at 3 p.m. at the
Portland Museum of Art,
Congress Square, For a complete
listings of exhibits to catch
before the tunes, see ART
Listings. The concert is free with
museum admission. For more
information, call 775-6148.
• Jonathan Edwards is back in
Portland for a show with Chris
Smither, a New Orleans musician whose mean guitar has
backed 'up Lowell George,
Bonnie Raitt and Van Morrisson.
Show time is 8 p.m. at Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland.
Tickets are $12. For more
information, call 773-6886.

New ideas to New Age: The
fu:.st Northern Lights Expo
is today and tomorrow at
the Portland Expo Building on Park A venue Displays and demonstrations
cover a wide range of topicS
including recycling,
massage therapy, animal rights,
radioactive waste disposal,
socially responsible investing
and crystals (all the hip stuff).
There will be a children's comer
featuring live entertainment,
face painting and storytelling.
The Expo is open today 10 a.m.10 p,rn. and tomorrow 10 a.m.-7
p.m, Tickets are $4 for adults,
$2.50 for children, For more
information, call Trinity Productions at 797-8741.
• Local growth: Maine Organic
Farmers and Gardeners
Association's annual plant sale
offers a large selection of
annuals and perennials grown
locally from 10 a.m.-2 pm at the
Maine Audubon Society's
Gilsland Farm Sanctuary, Route
1, Falmouth. The browsing is
free. For more information, call
797-5434 or 846-4294.
• Hit the road, Jack: Downeasters Barbershop Chorus and
Quartets takes the show on the
road, figuratively speaking that
is. The theme of this year's show
is "Harmony in Motion." The
Downeasters will be joined by
guests, the 139~ Street Quartet
from L.A. The concert is at 7:30
p.m. in Portland City Hall
Auditorium and tickets are
available at the door for $10, $9
and $7. For more information,
call 772-5839,

semble playing a composition
by local musician Stephen
MacLean. The event moves
inside to Hitchcock Art Dealers
at 602 Congress Street for the
next three legs of the odyssey "Chaos," "Confrontation" and
Celebration - which compose a
multimedia exhibit of photography by James Merrill, sculpture
by Charlene Hoyt (who conceived the whole idea) and
video by John Hitchcock. The
experimental music for the rest
of journey consists of sampled
voices of Hoyt and MacLean
and sampled sounds of wood.
The exhibit will be on view
through June 2. For more
information, call 774-8919.

Live music returns to Zootz, 31 Forest Ave.,
Portland. Blm Skala Blm (above) and Active
Culture play Jamaican rhythms May 10. Cover $5.

• The Southern Maine Blues
• The writer within: Elizabeth
Society is coming up on a
Cooke, the author of "Complicbirthday, Come see how far the
ity ," speaks on "Finding The
group has come this year at their Story" and discovering the
monthly meeting and blues jam writer within at the final lecture
at 7 p.rn. at Raoul's, 865 Forest
of the Portland Public Library's
Ave., Portland, For more inforBrown Bag Lecture Series,
mation, call 871-0425.
CGOke speaks at noon in the
Rines Room of the library, The
lecture is free and open to the
public. Bring your own brown
bag. For more information, call
871-1758.
• Art and the homeless: Another low-budget, independent
• International Conscientious
feature film that never made it
Objectors Day: Amnesty Interout of New York has made it to
national observes the day at 6
public television. "American
p.m. at Raffles Cafe Bookstore,
Playhouse," which commissions
555 Congress St., Portland.
films by independent
David Neufield and Cushman
filmmakers, airs Charles Lane's
Anthony speak on the personal
"Sidewalks Stories" at 9 p.m, on
and legal angles of being a
Portland channels 10 and 26,
conscientious objector. LetterThe 1989 movie is about a
writing for prisoners of conhomeless New York City street
science follows the talk. The
artist who befriends an abandoned child.
public is welcome to attend.

Shakespeare Study
Exhibition Kitchen
Means Scrumptious
Cuisine Prepared
before your Eyes!

Seating now available by popular
demand!
166 Cumberland Ave· Portland

Call 774-7414

free pool, darts, ping-pong tourneys,
sports trivia, happy hour pnc.s
LIVE REMOTE wHh WHYR, RIM!
Tuesdays: ladles Night With R96 Llwe Remoles
Wednesdays: Solo Per10rmer In the Pub

Happy HOIlI. Mon. ·Sat. 4 7
Free Pool & 90t Oomes1IC Beer

Cover
10

Attire

OFFERING BREAKFAST &: WNCH

A comprehensive class for voice
and speech development, text
analysis and performance of
Shakespeare's work,

Monday - Friday 7am-4pm
Saturday 8am-3pm

•

Featuring New Vegetarian Specials

For enrollment information
please call: 871-9325

and Old Favorites

772-0702 • 591 Congress St.
across from Portland Museum of Art

---Carry or Tarry-

American Renaissance Theater
lames Hoban, Artistic Director

Fighting delusions? Don
Quixote is. See May 18.

A LIE OF
THE MIND

American
Renaissance
Theater
•

• Odysseys: Sculptor Harriet
Matthews gives a gallery talk on
her Samos-inspired sculptures
today at 5:15 p.m. and tomorrow
at 12:30 p.m. at the Portland
Museum of Art, Congress
Square. Matthews' work is
currently on exhibit at the
museum as part of the "Perspectives" series of work by contemporary Maine artists. The gallery
talk is free with museum
admission (which is free tonight). For more information,
call 775-6148,
• An interactive art event, "Images: A Journey in Four Parts,"
begins with a Prelude danced at
7 p,m, in Congress Square (Congress and High streets, Portland), The dancer, Maria Naidu,
dances with various New York
choreographers and tonight she
performs to a live drum en-

ofTexas'
Outrageous Polkaholics
Friday, Mat 11, 8,00 PM
Portland Perfonning Am
Center, 25A Forest Avenue
Tickets S13. Call774-046S
Also availoble at Amodeus
Music and Gallery Music.
with support from ~
FROM All

A PLAY IN THREE ACTS
BY
SAM SHEPARD

7:30 pm lIIIAY 4,8,11,12
3:00 pm lIIIAY 8,13
All Tickets $10.00

Performed at

The Mad Horse Theater
988 Forest Ave.

(y

PORT -If STAR
PRODUCTIONS

TiCkets:
778-0814

• The girl who would be
countess: The Portland Ballet
Company dances "Don Quixote," based on a section of
Cervantes' novel and choreographed by the Russi'ln baJloet
master Marius Petipa. The ballet
reveals the story of the innkeeper~s daughter Kitri, who
elopes with the barber Basilo to
avoid an arranged marriage to a
rich count. And Don Quixote
and Pancho Sanchez make a
muddle of everything, The ballet
is danced this weekend and next
at the Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A Forest Ave" Port-

land, Performances are Friday
and Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 2 p.rn. For ticket
information, call 774-0465.

• The roving museum: The Gulf
of Maine Aquarium presents
several programs on aquatic
matters throughout the warm
months. The first event is a
"Low Tide Walk," beginning at
noon at Kettle Cove in Cape
Elizabeth. The walk focuses on
the intertidal plants and animals ,
that live along the seaweedcovered rocky shore of Kettle
Cove. The cost of the walk is $2
for the public, free for aquarium
members. For more information,
call 772-2321.
• Money for peace: The Maine
Peace Campaign's annual meeting is underway at Jewett Hall
Auditorium, University of
Maine at Augusta, The public
meeting is a forum to discuss
the transition to a peace-time
economy and to bring peace
issues to the attention of decision makers, A panel discussion
on the Peace Economy Project
will be held at 10:30 a.m, The
afternoon features a forum at
2:30 p.m. with candidates for the
U.S, Representative for Maine's
first congressional district, The
meeting is 9 a,m.-4 p.m. For
more information, call 772-0680.
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Big sounds from Babel

CBW LISTINGS
Listin9s must b. rec.lv.d In writing by 12 noon the Friday prior to publication.
Ann Sltom.r, Casco Bay W•• kly, 187 Clark Street, Portland 04102
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BREmAsrvs.

Monday-Friday 5am-2pm ;V§aturday & Sunday 5am-Ipm

'IWILIGHT LEAGUE

Thursday, Friday & Saturday Nights Ilpm-5am

:
:
I

I

I

I 5 DANA STREET • THE OLD PORT. 761-9567 I

------------------------_1

Tuesday OPEN JAM with Peter Gleason 8:00

-10 Great Reasons to Come to Spring Pointt. 2 pool tables, plnball,fooseball &.. darts
2. Best cheeseburgers around
3. All your friends are herel (or will bel)
4. Wide screen t.v.
5. Near Wllard Beach &.. Spring Point Marina.
6. Open M1c NUe Tuesday
7.4 lovely bartenders to serve your favorite drink.
8, Hassle free Parking ( unlike the Old Port)
9, Large outdoor patio
to. Dancing to live bands- Come See

"No Real Neighbors" May 10,11,121

SILVER
SCREEN

Camill. Claud.1 The story of the artist and her lover who was the sculptor
Rodin.
Clnama Paradiso Giuseppe Tomatore's Academy Award-winning movie
is about growing up and how the icons
created by the cinema have shaped
what we believe in . The movie describes the life of a small Italian seacoast town and its Cinema Paradiso,
where people loved, hated and played.
The movie is nostalgic for the time
when movies were movies and when
people still gathered together in a
community .
The Cook, Th. Thl.f, His Wlf.,
H.r Lov.r Brutality, cannibalism and
other disgusting sights aren't for weak
stomachs. Peter Greenaway's unrated
flick is about a sadistic criminal who
takes revenge on his wife's lover.
Drugstore Cowboy is not a grim
portrait of drug addiction . Matt Dillon
plays Bob Hughes, a drug addict who
loots pharmacies to support his habit.
Bob, his wife, and another couple roam
about the Pacific Northwest, always
one step ahead of the cops. Their
vagabond lives recall the days when
bucking the real world was a way of life.
But after one of Bob's cowboys dies of
an overdose and Bob finds himself in
the middle of a sheriffs' convention, he
heads home to clean up his act. What
saves the movie from morbid morality
is a willingness to take drug addiction
ligh~y . Every harsh moment is followed
by a 'hal' because it's all pretty ridiculous and doesn't matter much anyway.

Hunt For Red October is a reminder
thaI the puerile conception of U.S. foreign policy promulgated by Reagan
and his cronies lives on. Using commies as bad guys doesn·t make a bad
movie, but there needs to be some
action, character and suspense. "The
Hunt For Red October' had none of
these; it is insipid.

Music Box Jessica Lange plays a successful courtroom lawyer who defends
her Hungarian-born father charged with
Nazi war crimes . Directed by CostaGavras, the movie explores the lawyers doubts about her fathe(s innocence.

.
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What's Where
General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road. S Portland

n4-1022
Tal •• from the Dark.ld. (II)
1,3:10, 520. 7:30, 9:45

SplIced Invader. (POI
12:45,3, 5:15,7:35.9:50
Th. Gu........n (III
1. 3:05. 5:10. 7 :15. 920

Crny l'eopl. (RI
12:45, 2:55. 5:05, 720,

~t45

Teenag. "uhlnt Ninja TUrtI. . (PC)
12:45. 2:55. 5:05. 7: 15.9:25

Pretty _OIIYn I RI
1:30.4:10,7:25. 9 :50
Hunt For Red October CPO)
1:30, 4:20, 7 :10, 10

Nickelodeon
TefT'4'Jie and Middle, PoIfland
772· g751
Firs1 show S.'-Sun 001)'
The Coole, The Th ..t,

HI. Wife, "_ Lov...
(no one under 18 adrl'i'ted)
1 :1 5, 4 , 7:05, 9:25 (opens May H)
C.-nlll. C"udel (Rt

1:10. 3:SS. 7:1 5. 9:35 (opens May 11)

Sweet&e/.RI

Glory Morgan Freeman and Denzel
Washington star in this movie about
the troop of black soldiers who fought
for the Union during the Civil War. The
graphic battle scenes never allow you
to forget the magnitude of the war.
Matthew Broderick plays the young
man who gets to lead the 54th Regiment. He plays his role with the righ t
amount of uncertainty and cockiness.

My L.ft Foot transcends the mush
that usually characterizes movies about
someone overcoming a handicap. It
paints a striking portrait of a man struggling with his relationships, with creativity and his own sense of worth . The
movie is based on the autobiography
of the Irish painter and writer Christy
Brown, who had cerebral palsy and
only had use of his left foot to create.
Both Hugh O'Connor (as the young
Christy) and Daniel Day Lewis are
superlative in their roles. We identify
with Christy, rather than look down on
him or pity him.
Nlnolchlka Greta Garbo, Bela Lugosi
star in this romantic comedy from the
'30s about a Russian who comes to
Paris to sell the state jewels and ends
up falling in love.

1:30. 3:45.7:25. 9>10 opens May 11)
Wild Orchid. (R)
1:35. 3:50. S:45. ~:10
Glory (RI
1, ,,:OS, 7, 9:30
Clnemll P.adleo
1:20, 4 :10,6:50,9:25
My Lett Foot (R'
4.7:10. 920 (through May 10)

God. lIu.t . . Craq II

_'ot..... C_boy

3:55, 7 :15. 9:35 (through May 10)
3 :45. 7:25.9:40 (1 hrough May 10)

The Movies

10 Exchange, Portland

m -9600

Mu.1c 80 .. (PG.13)
May 9-13

Wed-Sal 817, 9 :15
Sat-Sun al 1

Nk10tchka
May 12-1 5
Sal at 3 :15; Sun- Mon at 7;
Tue at 9
Qu • .., Christina

Sun al 3~6; J~~:~on a1 9;

Pretty WornanJulia Roberts and Rich ard Gere star in the Pygmalian-type
story about a wealthy businessman
who picks up a prostitute and dresses
her up pretty. The movie has a few
great lines, but the story's nothing more
than a fairy tale. Roberts is good; she
should be more particular aboutscripts.
Gare plays a character he's played too
many times before.
Q.,..n Chrisllna Greta Garbo plays
the Queen of Sweden, who dresses
like a man and will not marry the man
everyone expects her to.
Sw•• tI. Australian director Jane
Campion's wonderful story tells the
tale of two sisters: one who would like
to think she's got everything under
control ; and another who strains everyone's patience. Fabulous portrait of
how our behavior affects the lives of
the people dosest to us.
Tal.s from the Darksld. Horror
thriller is based on stories by Stephen
King, Arthur Conan Doyle and Micheal
McDowell and stars Deborah Harry,
Christian Slater and David Johnsen .
To Catch a Chl.f Alfred Hitchcock
thriller starring Cary Grant as a retired
jewel thief who is suspected in a rash of
robberies along the French Riveria.
Wild Orchids Mickey Rourke, Jacqueline Bisset and CafTI~ Otis star in
this dripping wet love story, brought to
you by the people who cashed in on '9
and 1/2 Weeks:

Toe at7

Cinema City
Westbrook Plaza

854-9116
All times Ihrough Th urwday ; cal l ahead

for FridaY'1i changea
Ood......t • • Crazy II (PO)
7,9, w eekend mats aI 1,3

The Guardian Lame thriller from the
director of 'The Exorcist' aboutananny
who sacrifices babies to a sinister tree.
Hullabaloo Ov.r G_rgl. and
Bonnl.'s Pictures James Ivory
directed this comedy about a Maharaja
who protects his collection of Indian
miniature paintings from perspective
buyers.

Opportunity Knocks (PG.' 31
7 . 9, weeKend mats at 1. 3
110m on 1M Fourth 01 ~Uly (RI
Sun-Thu a1 8 , Fr~5at al 7. 9 :30,
weekend mat at 2

Wild OrchId. (RI
7 ;1 5 ,9:15, weekend mats al l :15, 3:15

DrIving loll. . Dal.y (PG)

7: 15, 9:15, weekend mats at 1:15, 3:15

Evening Star
Tontine Mal , "BrunsWick

.....tt,.

729-5486
Woman (A)

7.9:15

Portland Mu_um of Art
Co~~~a..
n5-6148

To Catch. Th'-1
May 10. 7pm
Hullabaloo over

1111., TIcket Inf•. 773·6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775·2494 .111

Q"'I'- .nd Bonnl.'. Plctw..
May 17. 7pm
AdmISSion 1& SJ.SO

CLUBS
THURSDAY 5.10
Blm Skala Blm (ska/reggae) Zootz,
3fForest Ave., Portland. 773-8187.
The S.nse (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St. , Portland. 774-5246.
Think Llk. Rita and The Underw..
ter Ellingtons (rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St. , Portland. 772-7891.
Fried Bologna Improv (improv comedy) 9 pm, Uttle Willie's, 36 MarketSt.,
Portland. 773-4500.
No Real N.lghbors (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. , S. Portland. 767-4627.
Som.thlng Wild (rock) Shelley's, 12
Lincoln St, Biddeford. 284-9283.

Portland Performing Arts
kicks off its Big Sounds From All
Over series Friday night with
Brave Combo. If you feel courageous and you have good cardiovascular health, you can see 1es
brave gens at the Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest
Ave., Portland. Tickets are $13.
[t must be said at the outset
that Brave Combo is by definition "music from all over." If for
some reason Portland Performing Arts could only put on one
concert this year, a Brave Combo
concert would fulfil their commitment to present "world music." Brave Combo draws upon a
repertoire of Hispanic, Slavic,
Baltic, American, Japanese, Korean, European pop standards,
folk tunes, classical music, jazz
and television game show
themes.
It has been said in these pages
and elsewhere that Brave Combo
is a fusion band. True: they do
fuse various ethnic styles with
punk/ pop sensibilities and electric instruments. But the bravery
of Brave Combo is evidenced by
the fact that they play many of
their covers of popular ethnic
tunes straight, exactly the way
such tunes are played in their
native settings of Antarctica or
Timbuktu.
Reviewers often label this
music fusion because Brave
Combo performs with a kind of
gritty zeal that people in general
do not associate with polka. Most
reviewers seldom hear anything
that does not bear the cultural

imprimatur of "rock" or "pop"
and assume therefore that Brave
Combo is doing something en.tirely-originar S-ut energy is not

strictly an American phenomenon, a fact that wiU be clear to
anyone attending the Big Sounds
concert series.
Brave Combo is a musical
tumor in the brain of founder
Carl Finch. Fed up with theverseand -a-<:horus-and-a-guitar-solo
monotony of American pop
music, Finch turned to polka for
inspiration and consolation. He
reasonedthatiffashionablemusic
made him ill, unfashionable
music might make him well. Few
musical genres have more "hip"
detractors than polka.Sincepolka
come from Poland, Germany,
Czechoslovakia and Mexico among other places - Finch very
naturally started splicing the
cultural DNA of various lands
into a musical Frankenstein that
most audiences find quite palatable.
Most audiences. "We have
nights when we're just preaching to the faithful," says clarinetist extraordinaire Jeffrey Barnes.
"Sometimes we can still get
people mad at us. They have
certain expectations and auditory
prejudices. We comein and jangle
them a bit.
Carl Carl Finch parodies such
audiences and their objections in
"Move," an original "frustration
rock ska" tune: "I don't understand your language/ 1 don't
understand your humor, so
move. What's the pOint? I'm not
a treasure/ No one thinks I'm
dangerous, so move."
The last line is a bold-faced lie:
Brave Combo is eminently dangerous. If you have room in your
life for a new experience and you
come ~o see this band, you will
know why.
W.D. Cutlip

FRIDAY 5.11

MONDAY 5.14

Savoy Truffl. (rock) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-8886.
Flv. Gone Med (new music) Moose
Alley, 46 Market St., Portland. 7745246.
Wing and a Pray.r (rock) Dry Dock,
B4 Commercial St., Portland. 774-3550.
Nine Pound Hamm.r and The
Whigs (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St. ,
Portland. 772-7891.
Richard Marst.rs (big band music)
Hofy Ghost, 29 Exchange, Por~and .
773-0300.
Swinging Hot fjazz) Little Willie's, 36
Market St. , Portland. 773-4500.
No R.al Neighbors (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. , S. Portland. 767-4627.
Something Wild (rock) Shelley's, 12
Lincoln St. , Biddeford. 284-9283.
Th. Boslon Comedy Co. (comedy)
Aqua Lounge, 17 Ocean Ave., York
Beach. 363-7578 .

South.m Maine Blues Socl.ty
M •• ling and .Jam (blues) 7 pm ,
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave. , Portland.
Free admission, everyone welcome.
773-6886 .

SATURDAY 5.12
Five Gone Mad (new music) Moose
Alley, 46 Market St., Portland. 7745246.
Brok.n M.n (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Barry.Arvln Young Band (rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown St , Portland. 7727891.
Spilt 50 and Broken Wing (rock) Dry
Dock, 84 Commercial St, Portland.
774-3550.
Richard Marst.rs (big band music)
Hofy Ghost, 29 Exchange, Portland.
773-0300.
Swinging Hot fjazz) Little Willie's, 36
Market St., Portland. 773-4500 .
Bill Street and .Jan.t R_v.s fjazz)
The Reindeer Room , upstairs at
Hushang 2, t I Brown St., Portland.
874-9002 .
No R.al N.lghbors (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St., S. Portland. 767-4627.
Th. Movers (r&b) Aqua Lounge, Short
Sands, York Beach. 363-7578.

SUNDAY 5.13
Blue Roots (blues) 4 pm, Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore St., Portland. 7722739 .
.Jonathan Edwards and Chris
Smlth.r (acoustic) 8 pm , Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Por~and. Tickets are
$12. 773-6886.
Acoustic Blues .Jam (blues) 7 pm,
Unde Billy's, 60 Ocean St. , S. Portland. 767-7119.
Comedy T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.

TUESDAY 5.15
Open Mlk. Nlghl Gritty McDuff's,
396 Fore St., Portland. 772-2739.
Tim F....II, K.vln Shon., Micha.1
Rafkln (improv comedy) Uttle Willie's, 36 Market St. , Portland. 773-4500.

WEDNESDAY 5.1 G
Red Light R.vue (r&b) Raoul's , 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
David Libby (cabaret) Uttle Willie's, 36
Market St. , Portland. 773-4500 .
Bad Credit (rock) Geno's, t3 Brown
St. , Portland. 772-7691 .

UPCOMING
Quebecols"CaJun F6t. (FrancoAmerican folk music) Traditional music
and dancing with music by the Basin
Brothers from Louisiana. May 22 at
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. $5.
773-8187.
Ralndoga (rock) May 23, T-Birds, 126
N. Boyd, Portland. Tickets are $61$8.
773·8040.

CON
CERTS
THURSDAY 5.10
M.lissa Etheridge (new folk) 8 pm ,
Portland City Hall Auditorium . Tickets
are available at TIcketron Qu~ets, including the Civic Center, Strawberries
or by calling 1-800-382-0080.

FRIDAY 5.11
Brav. Combo (polka-punk) 8 pm, Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland. TIckets are $13,
available at Amadeus Music and Gallery Music in Portland. For more information, call 774-0465.
Sacred Music F.stlval Portland
Interfaith Council presents a concert of
many kinds of sacred music performed
by individuals and groups from the
Portland area. Concert is at 7 pm at the
Immanuel Baptist Church, 156 High
St, Portland. $5 donation will benefit
the Preble Street Resource Center.
For more information, call 772-8277.
Choirs and Cellos (dassical) The
Boy Singers of Maine perform Britten's
'Friday Aftemoons" and works by Bach
and Hammerschmidt. Ben Noyes, a
sophomore at Cheverus High School
whowasthewinnerofthePSO's Young
Anis! Concerto Competition, performs
Variations on a Rococo Theme by
Tchaikovsky. Concert is at 7:30 pm,
Woodfords Congregational Church,
202 Woodfords St., Portland. Open to
the public. Proceeds from donations
will be added to the Marston-KoUschmar Club's scholarship fund.

MUSIC '

}E!;SICA LANCE

Box .

Records,
Tapes
and
CD's

MAY 12-15 2 BY GRETA GARBO
SAT MAT 3:15
SUN-MON 7

SUN MAT 3:15
SUN-MON 9

TUES 9

QueenTUES 7

Ninotchka

Christina

MAY 16-20
MAINE PREMIERE

WED-SAT 7,9
SAT-SUN MAT 1
SUN
7:30

SATURDAY 5.12
Bobbl Carmllch.1I (folk and pop)
8:30 pm in Luther Bonney Auditorium,
USM Portland. Sponsored by the
Women 's Music Co-Op and the
Women's Forum at USM. Tickets are
$8 in advance, $10 at the door. Tickets
are available at Amadeus Music, The
Whole Grocer and Entre Nous.
Taylor Whlt.slde (folk) 8 pm, The
Curtis Uttle Theater, The Chocolate
Church, 894 Washington St., Bath.
TIckets are $6 in advance, $8 at the
door. For more information, call 7293185.
Down.ast.rs Barbershop Chorus
and Quart.ts Theme of this year's
show is "Harmony in motion: songs
about traveling. Concan is at 7:30 pm
in Portland City Hall Auditorium. Special guests are the I 39th Street Quartet for LA. TICkets are available at the
doorfor $1 0, $9 and $7. For more information, call 772-5839.

Restaurant and Tayern
• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT! •

Luncheon Specials Bvery Dayl
Saturday, May 12

SUNDAY 5.13
A Moth.r's Day S.renad. Program
of music for families will be performed
by The Occasional Chorale May at 3
pm at the Portland Museum of Art,
Congress Square, Portland. Program
includes selections from William Billings, Ned Rorem, Stephen Foster,
Jacques Offenbach and Claude Debussy. Concert free with museum admission. For more information, call 7756148.
Susan Sav.1I (acoustic) Music blends
folk , blues and jazz and lyrics address
the topic of co-dependency. Concert is
at 3 pm , Woodfords Congragational
Church, 202 Woodfords St. , Ponland.
TIckets are $10 to benefit the Peace
Church of Southern Maine. For more
information, call 799-5869.

Happy Hour 4-6 Mon,-Fri.
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

MONDAY 5.14
Casco Bay Conc.rt Band Annual
Spring Conc.rt Performance includes "Maine Vigils,· a piece commissioned by the from composer Daniel
Bukvish , John Williams' 'The Cowboys," and "Best Broadway Marches,
arranged by James Christiansen.
Concertis8 pm, Mahony Middle School
Auditorium, Broadway and Ocean St. ,
S. Portland. TIckets are $4 for adults,
$2 for students and senior citizens. For
more information, call 967-2137.

TUESDAY 5.15
Song Swaps (folk) Portland Folk Club
7:30 pm at the Swedenborgian Church,
302 Stevens Ave., Portland. Swaps
are open to all who like to share or
listen to a song, tune or story. $1 donation is requested, refreshments welcome. For more information, call 7739549.

UPCOMING
The Oratorio Choral. (dassical)
Peter Frewen conducts the Chorale in
a performance of Schuben's Mass in A
flat major and other shoner choral works
May 18-19at8 pmatSt. John's Church,
Brunswick. TIckets are $8, $4 for people
under 21 . For more information, call
729-5730.
Palon Family Concert (folk) 'May
19, 8 pm , Luther Bonney Auditorium ,
USM Portland. Tickets are $8 in advance, $8 at the door. Children'S tickets are $3. For more information, call
773-9549.

continued on page 16
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Simple pleasures

berry Street
ACCESSORIES SALE
200/0 OFF
thru Mother's Day, May 13.
S

"at\d\la9

s('<tl'J,es

47 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011

"Everything we ate was so delicious ... ecstasy!"
Tasre and Tel
Maine Sunday Telegram. 2125/90

***1/2

Black Tie.

Dal~ Entrees & Soup Specials

00.1 1•• 14Im-em

M-F I 0-6 • SAT 8-2
870 Broadway' S. Portland

799-7119

RIchfield'. "Chez Madonna"

What do the
Maine Mall and
.DiMillo's Restaurant
have in common?

can/in""d from pagt 15

STAGE
0'

They're not afraid to use natural gas.

Nor1bem
Utilities
Wann up to natural gas.

HEY, LOOK ME
OVER!
Have you noticed the bold new look
of the Michelob and Mlchelob LIght
packages? Although the look has
changed they still have the same
smooth taste. Here's a

World Series question
with a surprising answer.,.
What stf2.Ilge fact do these

men have in common:
George Whiteman, who
was the star of the 1918
World Seriesj Red Rolfe,
who was the star of the
1947 Series, and AI Gionfriddo, who made the
famous "miracle catch- in
the '47 Series.. Whaldo all
these players have in
common? ... Oddly enough, after !.heir
great World Series heroics, none of these
men ever play·ed another inning of big
league baseball! Yes, it Is the same
smooth tastiog beer that makes
Michelob and Michelob Ught so enJoyable. More college fOOlball learns
have the nickname "Tigers~ than any
other ... Here are all the colleges wilhthal

nickname ... The Division I-A and I-AA
schools named Tigers are Auburn.
Clemson, Grambling, Jackson St, LSU,
Memphis St., Mis.5ouri, Pacific, Prince-

ton, Tennessee St., and
Texas Southern ... The Division II and m schools using
"Tigers" are BLshop, Calorado College, DePauw,
Hampden-Sydney, Lincoln,
Livingston, Morehouse, Occidental, St. Paul's, Savan-

nah, Sewanee, Towson,
Trinity of Texas, Tuskegee
and Wiuenberg. lbe Divison
Now that Michelob and
Michelob LIght have the
bold oew look, look for
the new look of these old favorites
and pick up a six or twelve pack. Did
you know that the World Series was
played for more than 40 years before
anyone ever hil a pinch-hit home
run ...The fltst World Series pinch-hit
homer in hislory was by Yogi Berra in
the 1947 Series. Beer Is "good part of
the good Iifel

the Portland Performing Arts Center's
Production of
"little Egypt"

ALI.
tho Mind Sam Shepard's
play is being presented by Port Star
Productions May 11-13, Fri-Satat 7:30
pm and Sun at 3 pm at Mad Horse
Theatre, 955 Forest Ave., Portland.
Tickets are $10. For more infonnation,
calI77!Hl514.
Amerlc.n Ball.t E ••t C o n t _
ral')' B.llet Ballets choreographed to
the music of Britten, Teleman, Brubeck
and Gershwin accompanied by live orchestra May 12, 4 and 8 pm at the
Slate Street Church, Portland. For more
information, call 878-3032.
Murd•••t How.rd ..oh........ Actors Theatre of Maine presents this
comedy May 10, 17, 19, 21, 23, 24 at
the Ogunquit Square Theater. For more
information, call 656-5151.
Spanda D.nc. Comp.ny Dance
company performs 'Cry Out," which
inviIes enthusiasm for defending our
natural resources, "Footsteps," which
features the children in the company in
a piece about extinction, and other
dances. Performances are May 11-12
at 8 pm, May 13 at 2 pm at the Schoolhouse Performing Arts Center, Sebago
Lake. Tickets are $5 for adults, $2.50
for children under 12. For more information, call 642-3743.
Broadw.y Musical R.vu. Songs
and music by Sondheim, Gershwin and
Berlin May 13 at 6 pm, Rapheal's, 36
Market St., Portland. Performance and
lour-course dinner are $34.95. For
reservations, call 773-4500.
Images: A Joum.y In Fou. P.rt.
Dance by Maria Naidu with music
composed and performed by Stephen
Maclean May 17, 7 pm in Congress
Square Park (in from of the Sonesla
Hotel), Portland. Rain date May 18.
Performance is a prelude to an aexhibit
at Hitchcock Art Dealers, 602 Congress St., Portland. For more information, call 774-8919.
K ••p.. Austrian playwright Peter
Handke's drama is being performed by
the Bates Theater Festival May 17-20,
24-17 in Schaeffer Theater, Bates
College, Lewiston. Performances are
Thu-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 2 pm. Admission is $51$3. For more information,
call 786-8161.
Don Qulxot. Portland Ballet Company dances a section from Cervantes'
novel, choreographed by the Russian
ballet master Marius Petipa, May 1720, 24-27 at the Portland Performing
Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland. Performances are Fri-Sat at 8 pm
and Sun at 2 pm . Thursday, May 17 is
a Gala fundraising performance at 6
pm. Thursday, May 24 Youth Concert
at 10 am. For tickets, call 774~65 .
St•• Performance poem in fourllOices
by Anne Witten with collaged screens
by David Wolfe will be perlormed May
17,7:30 pm at Raffles Cafe Bookstore,
555 Congress St., Portland. Anne
Witten will give a short talk on oral
tradition . Free and open to the public,
but seating is limited. For more information, call 761-3930.

o

Photographer Robert S. Richfield calls his most recent body of
work a pictorial depiction of the
celebration of life. Titled "The
Pleasure of Being/The Pleasure
of Seeing," these multi-panel
pieces are colorful, quirky images
taken from signs, posters and billboards throughout the Cote
d' Azur and Provence, France between 1987 and 1989. The exhibit
continues through June 2 at the
Evans Gallery in Portland .
Similar to the comic images of
pop artist Roy Lichtenstein and
the works of other pop artists Tom Wesselman, Andy Warhol
and James Rosenquist - the photographs appear simple, bright,
eye..:atching evocations of French
popular culture. At first they
appear to be devoid of meaning.
But these large, visually exciting
works are more than that. Richfield's photographs are images of
images, but each piece and each
panel has a life of its own. His
photographs have a tremendous
energy and vitality.
"Adorer Ie soliel levant" is a
five-panel, horizontal depiction of
a woman in a bikini, recJinjng in a
chair by the sea. The photograph
viewed closer appears to be of a
billboard painted ona plaster wall.
The broad patches of bold pink
and blue colors are reminiscent of
Wesselman's painted "Great
American Nudes" series of faceless nude women.

'or

Goln' W ••t (A Myth
tho MI.be·
gott.n) Fabulous Giggin Boys production of an original "hard-hitting , tragicomic, post-modem' drama May 17, 8
pm at Mad Horse Theater, 955 Forest
Ave., Portland. Admission is$5oreq.Jal
value in bartered goods. For more information , call 761-8007.
Llv. from Studio I Ram Island Dance
presents three premiere dances by
Maine choreographers - Brian
Crabtree, Stephanie Leighton and Sara
Whale - May 19 at 8 pm, May 20 at 7
pm at Ram Island Dance Studio I, 25A
Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets are $6.
For more information, call 773-2562.

"Chez Madonna" is suggestive of both Warhol and
Rosenquist. In the center of three
vertical panels is the glamorous
face of Marilyn Monroe, or someone who looks like her, with luscious red lips and shocking blond
hair set agrunst a deep red background. The pop imagery is typically Warhol, while the lifelike
rur-brush quality is reminiscent
of Rosenquist.
"Le Jok-soiree Brazil" is the
most interesting and complex.
Three posters ad vertising folliesrevue shows are displayed
agrunst a white and rust tile wall
in this three-panelled vertical
piece. Only parts of the sexy
posters are revealed in Richfield's
piece. The different colors of the
posters set against the tile background make for an interesting
perspective. The piece is more
like an abstract painting than a
photograph.
Richfield's images often crossover to painting. The photographs fool your senses. He
clrums to have been influenced
by Cezanne and Matisse, admiringCezanne's useofmultipleperspectiveand Matisse's use of bold
color and line. Both influences
are clear in this body of work.
Richfield's concept is simple.
He takes picturesof pictures. But
the result is a rich, bright and
lively body of work.

Leslie Morison
AREA G.II.ry, USM Portland Campus Center, Bedford Street, Portland.
George Burk, recent works on paper
through May 23. Hours: Man-Sat 10
am-l0 pm, Sun 12-5 pm . 780-4090.
Tho Art Gall.ry .1 Six D •• rlng,
Portland. Exhibit of oil paintings by J.
Day Mason through May 26. Hours:
Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm during the first
two weeks of the month; by chance or
appointment thereafter. For more information, caH 772-9605.
a.rrldo" G.Il.rI. . , 26 Free St. , Portland. Recent work by Jeff Kellar and
Paul Maddrell through June 2. 772-

5011 .
CongNS. Sq ..... G.llel')', 594 Congress St., PorUand. New work by Michael H. Lewis, paintings done on rag
paper with turpentine wash. Exhibit
continues through May 12. Hours: MonSat 10am-8 pm, Thu until 8. 774-3369.
Dean V.lentga. Gall.ry, 60 Hampshire St. , Portland. "Between Dimensions," works by five artists who combine methods and materials of both
painting and sculpture: Johannes Girardoni, Betsy Meyer, Dean Nimmer,
Duane Paluska and Greg Parker.
Exhibit continues through June 3.
Hours: Thu 5-9 pm, Sat-Sun 12-5 pm,
and by appointment. 772-2042.
Ev.... Gall.ry, 7 Pleasant St., Portland. "The Pleasure of Being/The Pleasure of Seeing," color photographs from
Provence and Cote d'Azur, France,
Tho Cont••
Tho Arts .t tho
1987-89 by RobertS. Richfield through
Chocol.t. Church, 804 WashingJune 2. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-8 pm,
ton St., Bath. Invitational exhibit of
Sat 11-5 pm. 879-0042 .
weaving, pottery, quilts and fumiture F.O. Bell.y, 137-141 Middle St., Portthrough June 2. Opening reception for
land. Works by Maine artists. Hours :
the artists May 11,5-7 pm. Hours: TueMon-Fri 9 am-5 pm, Sat 10 am-4 pm.
Fri, 10 am-4 pm , Sat 12-4 pm. 442774-1479.
8455.
G.II.ry 127, 127 "'ddle St., Portland.
Tho Op.n Stabl., 273 Presumpsoot
New watercolors by Graydon Mayer,
St., Portland. Works by Maine photogTaos-inspired oils by Pat Hardy, landraphers and sculptors. Opening recepscapes in oilby Gina Werfel and Heame
tion May 11, 6-9 pm. Live music with
Pardee through May 15. Hours: Wedthe Van Go Go's, Michael Danahy and
Fri 11 am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 773Spoken Wing. For more information,
3317.
call 871-8285 or 773-3961.
Good Egg C.,., 705 Congress St.,
Hobe Sound GaIl.rI. . North, 58
Portland. 'Fine Fashions and Fish,"
Maine St., Brunswick. Watercolors by
photographs by Arthur Fink and
William Thon and sculptures by Cabot
'Nudes' by Lynn Brunelle through May
Lyford May 16-June 9. Opening recep31. 773-{)801.
tion May 16, 5-7 pm. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 Pay.on G.llery
Art, Westbrook
am-5 pm. 725-4191.
College, 716 Stevens Ave., Portland.
"Alison Hildreth: Paintings" and "Alan
Magee: Inlets" through May 19. Hours :
Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu until 9); SatSun 1-5 pm . 797-9546.
Portland Mus.um Art Seven Con- Portl.nd Public Library, Monument
Square, Portland. 'Such a Card,' congress Square, Portland. Hours: TooSat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
structions and paintings by Michael
Lukachkothrough May 30. Hours : Mon,
evenings, 5-9. ' Flora Portrayed: Classics of Bolanical Art from the Hunt
Wed, Fri 9am-8 pm; Tue, Thu 12-9 pm ;
Collection' (through May 13); "French
Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871 -1700.
Impressionism and Beyond: The Scott St.ln Gall.1')' Conl.mpo •• 1')'
M. Black Collection" (through July 29);
Gle •• , 20 Milk St., Portland. Symbic>sis series, joined multi-blown vessels
"Urban Visions: Images by Ashcan
School Painters' (through Aug 26) ;
by John Burchetta through May 31.
Hours : Man-Sat 11 am-5:30 pm ; closed
'Americans at Home and Abroad:
Tue and Sun. 772-9072.
Watercolors and Prints by Childe
Hassam, Maurica Prendergast, James W.llln Gardlne. Fine Art., 4 112
McNeill WhisUer and John Singer
Milk St., Portland. Fine 17th, 18th and
Sargent" (through July 8); "Perspec19th century decorative prints with an
tives: Harriet Matthews,' exhibit of large
emphasis on architectural, botanical,
.. teel sculptures (through July 8); 'Artmarine & sporting su bjects. Hours: Tueful Deception: The Craft of the Forger,"
Fri 10 am-5:30 pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm.
exhibition of forgeries, comparative
774-1944.
works that are genuine and works W ••t Side R ••t.u••nt, 58 Pine St. ,
Portland. Recent work - drawings and
whose authenticity is in question
paintings - by Scott R. Leombruno
(through July 1). 775-8148.
through June 1.

ART
OPENING

'0.

0'

AROUND TOWN
0'

Ov.rpopul.tlon: Th. Qul.t CrI.l.
Lecture and slide show by Dr. Albert
Eipper May 11, 7:30 pm at the Portland
Police Station, 109 Middle St., Portland. Talk sponsored by the Maine
Bowdoin Colleg. M ....um
Art,
Group of the Sierra Club. Free and
Brunswick. 'Charles Mayron: Etchings
open to the public. For more informaof Paris' (through June 17). "Thomas
tion, call 389-t 796.
Comell Paintings: The Birth of Nature"
(through July 8). Hours~ Tue-Sat 10 G.t to Know You. Snow Casco Bay
Greens and other environmental
am-4 pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275.
groups invite people to sample and
E'-nts Gall.ry, 56 MaineSt., Bruncatalogue snow at the snow mounlain
swick. 'Art in the Garden," group show
on Baxter Boulevard, Portland in May
of outdoor sculpture and fumishings
11, 5 pm. Rubber gloves will be procelebrating spring in an indoor garden
vided. For more information, call 774setting. Hours: Too-Sat 10 am-6 pm.
4599.
729-1108.
Hobo Sound G.II.rI. . North, 58 AFS IAm.rlcan FI.ld hrvlc.' Intercultural programs for Greater PortMaine St., Brunswick. 'Images for Earth
land. Organizational meeting and gathDay" features works by artists on enviering May 11, 7:30 pm at Clark Memoronmental issues through May 12.
rial Methodist Church, 15 PleasantAve.,
Works by Karen Gilg, Ron Cross, ElizaPortland. The student exchange probeth Busch, John Muench, Lin Lisgram helps several thousand high
berger, Chris Cantwell, Abby Shahn,
school students travel around the world.
Barbara Sussman, . Marjorie Moore,
For more information, call Amy WebBernard Langlais and Maurice Freedster at 772-1044 or Martha Foss at
man. 725-4191.
767-2416.
Icon COnt....porary Art, 19 Mason
St., Brunswick. Paintings and draw- A WIld H.rtt T.lk Pol Hermes - biology teacher, herbalist and organic
ings by Edwin Douglas through June 7.
farmer -leads a walk to identify spring
Hours : Mon-Fri 1-5 pm; weekends by
edibles and their preparation May 11,
chance or appointment. 442-8128 or
3-7 pm at Crystal Springs Farm in
725-8157.
Biddeford. Fee is $25. For more inforM.lne Audubon Soclaty, Gilsland
mation, call 499-7040.
Farm, 118 Route 1, Falmouth.
Freelanc. Writing Tom
Cibachrome photographs by Robin Ba.lc.
Verde, a local freelance writer and
Lovell of Ogunquit through May. Hours :
broadcaster, leads a workshop on
Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun 12-5 pm .
approaching editors with ideas, when
781-2330.
and how to write query letters and how
Thom•• Memorial Library, 6 Scott
to expand an article for a second story.
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. "Inner ViWorkshop held May 12, 10 am-3 pm at
sions," black and white prints and handthe Maine Writers Center, 19 Mason
colored photographs through May 19.
St., Brunswick. Cost is $30. For more
Hours: Man-Sat 9 am-5 pm, Tue and
information, call 729-6333.
Thu until 9 pm . 799-1720.
Urban Living
Yo.k Insiliul. Mu.eum, 371 Main A C.I.b.atlon
.nd • PI.n for Portl.nd'. Futu..
St., Saco. "Objectivity: Selections for
Workshops on the City's Downtown
the PermanentColiection"through midPlan which contains policy recommenSep; 'Pants for Paintings" through middations
on a broad range of issues
Oct. Hours : Mon, Wed, Fri 10am-5 pm;
affecting the growth and development
Tue, Thu 10am-8pm;Sat9am-12pm.
of downtown Portland May 15, 3:30 pm
282-3031.
in Room 209, City Hall, 389 Congress
St., Portland. Workshop is open to the
public. If you wish to review the documen~ copies are on file in the City Planning Office, Room 211 City Hall and in
Art ...ch Two-part outreach program
the Portland Room of the Portland
of the Portland Museum of Art traveling
Public Library.
exhibition program and teacher train- C.ndldate. Forum Forum for 1st
ing institute. Applications for the instiCongressional District candidates for
tute are being accepted through May
the U.S. House of Representatives,
25. Elementary teachers from throughsponsored by the Maine Lesbian/Gay
out the state may apply to participate in
Political Alliance, May 15, 7-9 pm at the
the extensive nine-day program, July
Holiday Inn By The Bay, 88 Spring St.,
9-13, laught by nationally-known edu Portland. Reception at 6 :30 pm. Atcators, art historians and museum
tending are : Por~and City Councilor
educators on how to incorporate the
Linda Abromson, Maine State Senator
visual arts into the general curriculum.
Tom Andrews, former President of Unity
All housing and meal costs will be paid
College Ralph Conant, former Director
by the museum. Teachers interested in
of the Maine Housing Authority Elizaapplying should call the museum at
beth Mitchell and Attorney General
775-6148.
James E. TIerney.
P .....ectlv•• Gallery talk by Harriet M.lne Council S.nlo. Cltlz....
Matthews about her drawings and
Grass-roots senior organization is acsculpture on exhibit at the Portland
tively involved in a campaign to make
Museum of Art May 17, 5:15 pm at the
health care available to all Americans.
museum, Congress Square, Portland.
The Council meets May 15, 10 am-3
Free and open to the public. For more
pm at the Calumet Club in Augusta to
information, call 775-8148.
create a Constitution, elect officers and
Doering Oaks Family F ••tlv.1 ~
decide what issues to concentrate on
plications are now being accepted for
in coming months. For more informathe Deering Oaks family Festival Arts &
tion, caH 871-8057 or 879-0060.
Crafts Show. Application deadline for Finding Tho Story Elizabeth Cooke,
the show is May 18. Festival is July 27author of 'Complicity," speaks May 16,
29. For applications write: James
12 noon-l pm at the Portland Public
Buckley, Chamber of Com merce of the
Library, Monument Square, Portland.
Greater Portland Regions, 142 Free
'Brown Bag lectures' at the library are
St, Portland, 04101 or call 772-2811.
free and open to the public. For more
information, call 871-1758.
L •• ~
Wom.n Vol... Annu.1
M •• tlng Topic is gun control, drugs
and vandalism with speaker Police
Chief Michael Chitwood May 16. 7 pm
at Meeting House Hill Congregational
Church, South Portland. For more information, call 761-9512 or 767-3737.
Modlcln.1 Plent.ln Meln. Stephen
Foster will present an illustrated lecture May 16, 6-7:30 pm at Prince
Memorial Library, Route 9, Cumberland. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 829-2215.
Buddhism: Tho Lend
DI ••ppe.rlng Budclha ".p.n Documentary on the classical aspect of Zen : calligraphy, swordfighting , archery and
Boslon .nd Portl.nd: Em.rglng
the tea ceremony shown May 17, 7 pm
Portl.nd De.lgn Archi1ect Alex Kriat Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott
eger presents a lecture on developing
Dyer Rd., Portland. Discussion follows
and designing fringe areas like Marthe film. Free and open to the public.
ginal Way and India Street May 10,
For more information, call 799-1720.
5:30 pm at the Portland Performing
Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave., Port- Pres.rvlng Wlldllf. Maine Audubon
is hosting a series of workshops on inland. The lecture, sponsored by Thocorporating wildlife conservation into
mas Moser Cabinet Makers, is free
municipal comprehensive manageand open to the public. For more informentplans. Local workshop is May 17,
mation , call Greater portland land6:30-9:30 pm at the University of New
marks at 774-5561 .
England, Biddeford. For more informaTho La.t L.ugh Louis Borgennicht of
tion on other locations or this workPhysicians for Social Responsibility,
speaks on the fears and anxieties of
shop, call 781-2330 .
nuclear war of nuclear war and how Updating tho Old Hous. Two-part
series offered by Greater Portland
laughter is the best cure May 10, 7 pm
Landmarks May 17 and 24 at 7 pm in
in Beam Classroom, Visual Arts CenSt luke's Parish Hall, Park St., Portter, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free
land. The first session helps homeand open to the public. For more inforowners assess their buildings archimation, call 772-6710.
tectural character, when an architect
Dow.....t Book Sal. Benefit for Big
and contractor should be called in and
BrotherslBig Sisters of Greater Porthow to comply with the Portland's new
land features more than 50,000
historic preservation ordinance. For
hardcover and paperback books May
more information, call 774-5561.
10-11 , 10 am-9 pm, May 12,9 am-5
pm. For more information, call 8741016.
cantin""d an page 18
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VOLCANO

SAUCE

Call for Schedules and Information
828-1151 or 1-800-258-7111

Not For Beginners!

¥C&.J~~

Terminal:
16 Forest Ave.
Downtown Portland

TRAIL WAYS

Try our Own Unique
Sweet-hot Volcano Sauce
smothered on our

VOLCANO WINGS
VOLCANO CHICKEN SANDWICH
VOLCANO HADDOCK SANDWICH

0'

0'

OTHER

Community
Cable Network
Image Services:

Video Image Hairstyling' Complete
Hairstyling Services ' Professional Color Analysis' Color Psychology
Readings • Personality Expression • Wardrobe Consultations • Makeup
Consultations & Lessons· AVEDA & PAUL MITCHELL PRODUCTS

Relaxation Choices:

Flotation Tank· Hypno-Peripheral
Processing Tapes· light & Sound Machine. Facial Accupressure
• Massage Therapy • Aromatherapy Treatments

,

HOURS: Monday & Saturday 9:30-5
Tuesday- Friday 9:30-7 :30

Picture Yourself:

Image & Relaxation Center
854-1365, by appointment

week If 5It1WO
Living Tapeslrles:
HOUSing Support Services
for Older Citzens (1/2 Hour)
Power and Sleeele On Theater:
Reviews of two great, local plays.
(1/2 Hour)
The Image Makers:
Profiles of local Artists.
(1/2 Hour)
Sebego Magazine
Protecting Sebego's Resources
(1/2 Hour)
Dynamic Community Television:
Conference Highlights (1 Hour)
Programs premiere Fri. 7 -1Opm,
and are repeated Sal. - Mon .
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. gam-noon.

1 2 Westbrook CORm on
Westbrook, ME 04092

Cable

m~1!
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Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownupsa
~HJf:li%W~iTImn%f@ Jim

Crocker
and Bruce Campbell arePort-

land's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put a grown-up
perspective on th(" events and issues
'Of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts,

the

most

accurate

wea ther forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological

prognosti-

cator and a guest list that reads like a
"Who's Who in Maine."

Try us for a

month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

Cliff Island
Once in a blue moon, there is
a place on this island
available to buy. This
wonderful year-round home
(with one acre) is located on
a point overlooking Jewell
Island and the ocean. Just a
few steps away from sandy
beaches or dramatic cliffs -

$175,000.

a~'I'r1~~ ~ I
Portland's Newsrralk Station

(You have the option of
renting this home in
off-season. )
For more details, call island
tesident & broker

DIANE O'REILLY

,•

Casco Bay Weekly

May 10, 1990

, - ' ENERGY WORKSHOP
CENTER FOA PHYSICAl THERAPY & FITNESS

Get more out 01 your IItness
membership than Just exerclsel
Compare our services:
• In-depth medical screening
and fitness testing .
• Prenatal & postparnm
program.
• Education on prevention and
reconditioning of specific
athletic InJurtes.
• Access to physical therapy
services.
• Corporate rate for employeefitness memberships.
• Low-cost. monthly, 6 montlhs,
or yea~y rates.
• Training on high-tech weight
machines and in fitness pool.
Stop by or c::alltodayl
878-2244
1250 Forest Ave., Portland 04103

,
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&

ScandinaVIan Designs!

343 Forest Ave. • Portland, Maine • (207)773-4715

Mark Mannette al Mike and

Gifts
as
Special
as Mom
herself!
•
't

Quality
gifts in pewter,
silver, leather

& bras;.
Personal ized
while yru
wait.

ClassIc
Impressions
51 Exchange Srreer • Old Porr

874-6980

~ §2.~!Jdinoaurvsiea
n
ScandinaVIan DeSigns!

Down
Pillows

1111 Van

On the bleak landscape of place with the questionable asAmerican life, despair and anger sistance of their families.
stretch to the horizon - the fire of
Jake is admirably played by
love bums only in the distance. . Darnel Dunn, though his perThis seems to be the message in formance is punctuated by ragSam Shepard's "A Lie of the ing and inexplicable outbursts.
Mind," now being performed at Jill Van Note generally succeeds
Mad Horse Theater.
at the difficult task of portraying
Port Star Production' s staging Beth, but has trouble making the
of the complicated and often con- transitions the part seems to
voluted work mirrors the play require. The rest of the cast does
itself. At times the actors and the a fair job with their roles, though
script reach deep and draw forth Claudia Hughes deserves sperich and profound emotion. But cial notice for a warm and natuwhen those moments pass, the ral performance as Lorraine,
story recedes into a superficial Jake' s mother.
and stereotypical vision of the
Sam Pennington's direction
American family.
allowed the actors to play their
"A Lie of the Mind" portrays strengths, giving them room to
two families, both splintered and fill out the script where the diaunfunctioning. The families are logue seems flat and empty. His
united by the marriage of Jake staging, however falls prey to
and Beth, but the central focus of the schizophrenic nature of the
their union is not the marriage story. Herelieson movement and
itself. It is the violence which posturing when subtly is restems from and surrounds the quired.
marriage.
Overall, Port Star Productions
The play opens with the reve- did a nice job with a play that
lation that Jake has beaten Beth strives mightily to imbue each
so badly he believes he has killed scene with meaning. Mr. Shepher. From here, the play follows ard worked too hard at exposing
both characters as they try to every fault of the American
recover from the brutality of their family. In the end hi s effort is no
relationship. This journey takes more than a lie of the mind.
Chris Clumdler

amtinutd from ""ge17

SENSE

Ce.co a.y Archeology USM archaeologist Nate Hamilton will discuss
evidence of human occupation of the
islands dating back 4,000 years May
17, 7:30 pm at the Peaks Island Community Building, Peaks Island. HamilIon will be bringing artifacts and slides.
Free and open to the public. For more
information , call 766-5140.

.
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"We Make
The Best!
And you can

Watch How
We Do It!

FACfORY
STORE
An Authentic

European
Down Shop

6 Mill St.
Free~r~Maine

AM~

865-1713

On the South SIde of the
Village Center ParJdng Area

Note al Beth

A lie of the mind

,

I

WELL OFF THE
NESS CLOCK

.

HELP

Advocecy for thH. without the
be.lc. of II'. Equitable needs help
to support legal action to protect the
constitutional rights of the indigent and
the wrongful denial of welfare benefits.
For more information , write P.O. Box
62, Hinckley, Maine, 04944 or to get
assistance call 453-2986.

Survlvo... S ... rlng Women space
Counseling Center is offering a 10week, co-facilitated support and counsel group for adult women survivors of
childhood sexual abuse, incest. The
group meets in Portland on Thursdays,
6:30-8 pm, beginning in mid-May. Cost
is $20-$35, sliding scale. Learning,
healing and growing a safe, confidential, collective atmosphere. For more
information, call 87H)377.
Women Survlvo... Group meets
weekly on Wednesday evenings in
Portland. Free. For more information,
call 773-8550.
Meine Heed Injury Foundetlon
Monthly support group meets third
Wednesday of each month at 7 pm at
Goodwill, Cumberland Ave., Portland.
For more information, call 774-6323.
Outright Portland alliance of gay, lesbian, bisexual and questioning youth
offers support and information for young
people ages .22 and under in a safe
environment. Write: OUTRIGHT, P.O.
Box 5028, Station A, Portland, 04101
or call 774-HELP.
Pe,.nt. AnonymoU8 is a self-help
group for parents who want to develop
better parenting skills Tuesdays at 6
pm or Wednesdays at2 pm in Portland.
Child care is provided. Meetings are
free. For more information , call 8717411.
Survlvo... of . ." ... 1A.nult Rape
Crisis Centeroflers aco-facilitated educationaVinformationai supportgroupfor
survivors of sexual assault. Free, confidential and child care available. For
more information, call the Rape Crisis
Center Hotline at 774-3613.

Adult H.alth Screening. Commu- Femlly Mediation Progrem Volunnity Health Screenings is offering
teers are needed to work as objective
screenings for diabetes, anemia, colthird parties and assist families in solvorectal cancer, high blood pressure
ing adolescent-family problems before
and cholesterol level. Dates, times and
they get out of hand. Volunteers replaces are as follows: May 14, 10 amceive extensive training in conflict resoI pm, Town Hall, Casco; May 16, 9:30lution techniques. They work in teams
11 :30 am, Community Building, Windof two with a case coordinator present.
ham. For more information, call 775Car andlor other transportation is nec7231 ext. 551 .
essary. Reimbursement for mileage
Well Baby Clinic. Community Health
provided. For more information , call
Servicesoffers clinics with dates, times
Youth Alternatives of Southern Maine
and locations as follows: May II, 9 amat 874-11 B5 ext. 24.
12 noon, First Parish Congregational Ofd Port F••tival Intown Pllrtland
Church, Yarmouth; May 18, 9 am- 12
Exchange is looking for people to work
noon, First Parish Congregational
as marshals for the June 10 festival.
Church. Scarborough/Cape Elizabeth;
Marshals help with crowd control to
May 23, 9 am-12 noon, Westbrookassisting the entertainers. They are on
Warren Congregational Church . For
duty 4-8 hours during the festival and
more information , call 775-7231 .
attend a brief training session with the
Portland Sufi Order is offering a
Portland Police and IPE prior to the
meditation retreat May 11 -14 at the
festival. Applications are beina accepted through May 18. For more inforRetreat Center in Gray. The retreat
mation, call Patty Anderson at IPE at
focuses on individual healing and
772-6828.
expanding that to include healing the
community and the planet. Cost is $40 York In.tltut., a museum of regional
per day or $120 for the complete rehistory and art, is looking for volunteer
tour guides to give one or two aftertreat. For more information, call Ronoons per month giving tours. Individusanne Linsley Jalbert at 846-6039.
Authentic Movem.nt Workshop
als who are interested in volunteering
at the York Institute are invited to trainseries with master teacher and iming sessions May 16, 23 and 31, 10
provisational performer Su san Schell.
am-12 noon at the York Institute, 371
Authentic movement is movement of
the self experienced through the body,
Main St., Saco. For more information,
call 282-3031 .
mind and spirit. Workshop offered May
12, 1-4 pm at Ram Island Dance studio, 25A Forest Ave . .- Portland. $20.
For more information, call 897-6387.
The Splrlt ...1Jou.....y Workshop on
meditation, choosing and following a
spiritual path May 12, 10 am-4 pm ;
Guided Meditation, Its Practice and
Spiritual Uses, classes meet May 14,
16, 21 and 23, 7-8:30 pm. Both programs are at The center for New Age
Studies, Thompson Point, Sewall St.,
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 729-5825.
MS: Emtmy or T . .cher Day-long
symposium for people with multiple
sclerosis, their friends and families,
health care professionals and anyone
else interested in learning more about
• MS May 12,8:30 am-3:30 pm at Micheal's Restaurant in Westbrook. For
more information , call Susan Greenwood at 761 -5815.
Inhtnt Pe,.ntlng Cia. . . . are being
offered by Portland Public Health for
Portland residents. Meet other parents, Chlld..n'. Mu•• um Work.hop.
"Preview to Return of the Giants' May
share ideas, frustrations and joys of
15,3:15-4:15 pm, school age ; "Build A
parenting . Come learn how to raise
Bug' May 22, 11 am-12 pm , preschool ;
happy, healthy children. For more in"Catch The Wind" May 29, 3:15-4:15
formation and to register, call 874-8784 .
pm. All workshops are free with muAcc.l.reting R.cov.ry from
seum admission. The Children' MuAddIction. end Co-Dependenc.
seum is located at 746 Stevens Ave.,
Presentation on the natural process for
Portland. For more information, call
becoming emotionally healthy. The
797-KITE.
event is presented by Maurice Harterlocal educator, consultant, writer and The Lion, Th. Witch end The
Wardrobe Open audition for children
recovering co-dependent - May 12, 7ages 8-15 for supporting roles in two
9 pm at Mercy Hospital Lower Auditoproduction presented by the Actors
rium, Portland. Donation is $3. For
Theater of Maine, a not-for-profit com more infqrmation, call 773-0847.
pany. Auditions will be held May 12, 10
New Dev.lopm.nt. In Ey. Ce ..
am at the Ogunquit Square Theatre.
Dr. Walter Schuyler discusses current
Performances are May 16, 26-28, June
developments in eye care, glaucoma
2, 9 and 16-17 at 10 am . Each child is
treatments and diabetic eye problems
not required to commit to more than
May 16, 7 pm as part of Mercy Hospione performance. For more inlormatal's Living Lectures series in the
tion, call 946-5049.
Medical Staff Memorial Auditorium at
Mercy, 144 State St., Portland. Free Pap.r Flow.r Making Workshop for
kids ages 3-5 May 10, 15-17, 22-24,
and open to the public. For more infor29-31 at the Children's Resource
mation, call 879-3486.
Center, Thompson's Point, Building lA,
M •• tlng the Warrio,.. ./Werrlor
Portland. Times are 10:30 am and 1
Within Jane Smithey offers an evepm. Cost is $1 per child. To register,
ning of sharing, meditation and creatcall 773-3045.
ing an act of power and beauty May 16,
7-9 pm at Northeast Metaphysics, 33 Sibling CI. . . 'or Big Brothe...
and 51.t .... To B. Two-hour activHigh St., Cornish. Cost is $10. For
ity session to help prepare children
more information , call 625-7447.
ages two and a half to 10 years old lor
S... .".: Th. Invl.lbl. Dnogon the arrival of a new sibling . Class will be
Th. H.ellng Journ.y 'rom
held May IS, 3-5 pm in the Women's
Sha.". to R.epeet Marilyn Mason,
Health Conference Room, Osteopathic
author of "Facing Shame: Families in
Hospital, Brighton Ave., Portland. Cost
Recovery," presents a workshops May
is $10. Sponsored by the Osteopath ic
18 in South Portland. Workshop is
Hospital and the Childbirth Education
sponsored by the Family Institute of
Association. To register. call 781-2694.
Matne and is open to professionals and
the general public. For more information , call 773-6658.
continued on page 20
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KIDS

ALROSE~

Nalural foods
Markel

printing & graphics co.

EVERY Day is EARTH DAY at Basics

FOR ALL YOUR PRINTING NEEDS

OFFSET • LETTERPRESS
200 ANDERSON STREET· PORTLAND· 774-9329

537 Shore Road· Cape Elizabeth • 767-2803
Mon .. Tues ., Sat. 9:30-6 • Wed .-Fri. 9 :30-8 • Sun. 8-4

'9

A holistic approach to
therapeutiC massage by a
profeSSional experienced in
conventional medicine.
Kathie D. McGonagle, LPN, CMT
TherapeutiC Massage

207-846-3306 or 781-5540

146 Ocean Sl., Soulh Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE

Used & Out-of-Print Books
We buy hooks, too_
TUE 10 FRI12:30-5, SAT 11 :30-4
OTHER TIMES BY CHANCE

Stop in for a few minutes,
or browse for hours, Enjoy!

Come motor a
Chicken Quesadilla
or Caesar Salad that'))
blow your dress up.
Both under six bucks .
Rule the funky couch.
Don't get up until your
Pecan YaYa
arrives.

PASTAS &

Only at Liza's.

WHOLESALE AND

WE LOVE MOMS'
Give Mom a Night Off with a

FRESH MARKET
GIFT CERTIFICATE
for Mother's Day
Check out our varieties of Pasta and Homemade Sauces
to cook at home in 5 minutes!

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146
Open Every Day Mon. through Sat. 11-6:30

Think
of it as
Radio
that
listens
to you.

THE RED
LIGHT REVUE
SHEDULE OF A FEW OF OUR
SUMMER EVENTS
• MAY 26-

Town of Jackson, N.H.
QuacktflIlon Duck Race

Eagle Mt. House
• MAY 31·

Old Orchard Summer

j:nn;mmSf@:W; No other radio
station in Portland offers you
the variety of talk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
the day, the WGAN news team breaks
the stories that become the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
infonnation? There'sonlyonechoice.
But you probably know that already.

(01~"'r1;' ~ I
Portland's NewsfTalk Station

Klck-off Bash

Mr. Good Bars
• JUNE 8·
Noontime Concert-WMGX
Monument Square
·JUNE9·
Black Cat Ball-Sonesta Hotel
·JUNE1S·
Cape Elizabeth's
Fort WllUams
Family Fun Day
• JUNE 16In Concert with
TeIaS Tenor Sa1I Giant
Joe Houston - Raoul's
• JUlY 7·
Summer Cruise '90
with Casco Bay LInes
7:00-11:00
• JUlY 8·
Concert on the Green
Newport, R.I. 6:00-9:00

May 9
May 12
May 16
May 18·19
May 20
May 23
May 2S
May 26
l/

laoul', Dan« Patty
be. Michd's, prMle
laoul's Dan« Patty
WlJ.XAN
AlL York Hamor Inn
boul'sDan« Patty
lilI!, prMIt
Jacksoll, N.H
EYe.

WEDNESDAY AT RAOUL'S

883.2802
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home services

learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments
notices
person to person

by Lynda Barry

recreation

ride board

PERM PLUS 2r",::t~_AD-uIT STYLE CUT

$26
$46

95

$9
$6

95
II
Reg. $14.
I
. Expires 5-31-90
~----------,----------SPIRAL PERM
I KID'S STYLE CUT
Reg. $39.
Long Hair Extra
• Expires 5-31-90

95

Reg. $59-$79
Long Hair Extra
• Expires 5-31-90

II
I

95
.

I THINK

INfER.IOP.IT~

COMPLE)(.
Mfo TilE CONc.eI'T TODA':!
AT LUi'll: H. WI-IERE '(ou 1·\A'~c FEE.L1NGS OF
Sec.ltec.T C~uI1D1NESS AROVND E'IER':lONE.
I JUST THOUGHT TIIAT WAS NoRMAL lifE!
I GOT

SUE ....I<.ER.E)(~\."\NED

roommates ·

SUE S.... IO Yov CURE IT Il\l JVST gEIN6
YOURSELF BECAlISE INSIDE EVER\:fONE
15 BEAVTIFVL.. I SAID EVEN HITLER?
HE WAS BEING HIMSELF. SHE SAID NO. HE
WAS ~,cTING SELF (ONSClOVS AND COULD I
QUIT TALKING ABOUT HIn.ER ~ECAUSE

I wAS

B~INGING PEOPLE DOWN. SHE

WH~ DO I A\.WA~S

stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale

SAIO

WAtJr TO BRINe;

E"c~'jONt DOWN TO THE LEVEL OF

BUMMER. ?

Reg. $9.
Expires 5-31-90

~UOO~COO~NsmaOOE~~~,~T"ITrnANI~

UNION STATION PLAZA
246 St John St, PorUand
775-3605
~
Open: Mon·Fri 9-7, Sat 9-5

=
=

I

MALLSIDE PLAZA
Maine Mall Rd, So. Portland
772-7267
(Next to Service Merchandise)
Open: Mon·Fri 9-8, Sat 9-6

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!

•

E' WARNeD ME 11IAT IF I DIDN'T ('VRE

SWM INTO COUNTRY music and sports.
This banjo picking redneck loves to party
and do the Dirty Frog Dance.
Fishes regularly so woman must have
own boat. Please send picture of boat.
CBW Box 910 TPL 22169

MY INFERIORITY

COMPLEX I WdVLD loSE
ALL MIj FRll::NDS AND A\.$o DAVID AS M':l

BO\:lFRIENO. ··
SH~ SAl D, .'

ITS '(ouR. WHOI..E PRoBLEM."

YouR. PERSONAI..ITIj."

I WATC,HED HER EAT THE REST OF HE~
SAN DWICI-I,AND THEN THE BELl. RAN(;,.
M I.j TRvTH SESSION IS ON FR.I CA\:!.

Always imitated but never equaled.
H)'OU ha,>e pIaood an ad i'l the Casco Bay weekly
personals, yas ad is aJtmaticaIy Bm3rad i'l the
PERsoNAL a= THE WEEKcontesl We ae Iooki1g
b' a:Is that ae creative, witty a"ld fun
WtlnelS wil receive thei'ticI<ets i'l the mal.

Call NOW for details!
5 Bishop St., Portland (at Morrill's Corner) •

797 -9000

BIG

IS
BACK!

Host Peter Jamerson Saturday 10 AM· 1 PM

WPKM

FM 106.3

PORTLAND'S CLASSICAL RADIO

,

ROMANCE CONNECTION

1-900-346-8080

Go
The
Summer
FREE!

I

MEET GIRLS! GUYS!
Hear recorded messages from exciting fun lovin'
singles who describe themselves and leave their
phone numbers for immediate contact!

Spoosored By:
Michelob • Michel's Restauranl • Casco Bay Countty Srort • BooaII'abrn • Huntington Common

continW!d from ""ge19

ETC

Trucking Immigrants and rafugees who
want jobs dr'ving trucks may enroll in
Project Improve, a program offering
Class B driver education instruction to
non·English speakers. Three-month
course is offered weekends and eve·
nings at PRVTC and Southern Maine
Technical College. Applicants must
speak Polish , Khmer, Russian ,
Amharic, Romanian and Farsi and must
know how to drive a standard transmission vehicle. Classes are free and in·
terpreters are available. For mora information , call the Refugee Resettlement Program at 871 -7437.

Spring Bird Walka Maine Audubon
Society offers free Saturday morning
bird walks during May and June. Walks
are being given in various locations in
the Greater Portland area and begin at
7 am. May 12. Calgary Cemetery,
(meel at main gate; walk led by Barry
Hosmer); May 19, Evergreen Cemetery. For more information, call the
Maine Audubon Society at 781 -2330.
Spring Fling and Garage Sal. Spring
fting offers games, book sale, bake
sale, and plant sale May 12, 10 am·2
pm at the Waynftete School Athletic
Complex. Spring St., Portland. Great
Last weekend some heroes
Garage Sale May 11 , 6-8 pm and May
of mine faltered badly down
12, 9-11 am. Both events are open to
on Causeway Street in a silly
the public. For more information, call
basketball game that meant
772-6832.
the world at the time. And
Maine Organic Fann... and Garden... Assoclallon Planl Sal.
what's worse, the Celtic's loss
Large selection of annuals and peren·
ruined perfectly good televinials grown locally May 12, 10 am-2 pm
sion entertainment for the next
altha Maine Audubon Society. Gilsiand Family Crisis Sh.ller Run 4-mile,
couple of weeks.
Hat, loop course May 12, 9 am. starting
Farm, Route 1. Falmouth. For more
There must be other Green
at the intersection of Prable 51. Ext and
information, call 797·5434 or846-4294.
mourners crying throughout
Baxter Blvd, Portland. Registration is
Northem L1ghls Expo Displays and
Greater Portland . For the un$8, 7:30-8:45 the day of the race. Prodemonstrations cover a wide range of
happy ones, here are three
ceeds donated to The Family Crisis
topics including recycling , massage
short quotes from highly diShelter. For mora information, call
therapy, animal rights, radioactive
Monique IshelWood at 871-1861.
verse sources to help keep
waste disposal arxj socially rasponsible investing. May 12-13 althe Port- Maine Outdoor Adv.nlure Club
your proverbial chins up:
Upcoming Trips : May 12-13, Goose
land Expo Building, Park Ave., Port.. From the Japanese"Fall
Eye Mountain, backpacking , stay overland. Hours are Sat 10 am-l0 pm, Sun
seven times, stand up eight."
night in mountain shelter, 773-0476 ;
lOam· 7 pm . Tickets ara $4 for adulls ,
.. From Josh Billings: " AdMay 18-20, Mount Katahdin, Baxter
$2.50 for child ran. For more informa·
versity
has the same effect on
State Park, backpacking, camp out on
tion, call Trinity Productions at 797a man that severe training has
Penobscot River. 772·9831; May 27,
8741.
on a pugilist - it reduces him
day hike at Mt. Cutler in Hiram. 773Maypol. Danc.s Yarmouth Historito his fighting weight."
1779; June 3, day hike at MI. Moosecal Society is hosting The Festival of
lauke. challenging hike in southwest
.. And best of all, from
the Maypole with dancing, songs,
area of White Mountains, 772-8485.
games and mora May 12, 10 am-2 pm
Edmund Muskie; "In Maine
on the Town Hall Village Green in Casco Bay Blcycl. Club Bike meets
we have a saying that there's
May 15, 7 pm at the Portland Public
Yarmouth. Frae and open to the public.
no point in speaking unless
Safety Building, 109 Middle St.. PortFor mora information, call 846-8259.
you can improve on silence."
land. Andrea LeBrien will show slides
Wolf. Neck Woods Sial. Park
Milz Quinn
from
her
recent
European
cycling
trip.
offers natura programs for the general
The
public
is welcome to attend. For
public on Sundays throughout the
more information, call the Outdoor Trip Plua Rid. 10-20 mile ride along the
spring. 'Natura Legends," storytelling
ocean and marshes of Cape Elizabeth
Hotline at 774-1118 or Ketra Crosson
tour based on legends told by Abnaki
and Scarborough with the Casco Bay
at 829-4402.
Indians win be given May 13. 2 pm at
Bicycle Club Thursdays at 6 pm at
the park in Freeport. Programs start at Bas.ball Cam Baseball Card Super
Show featuras George Foster and
Pars Pizza, Route One, near Oak Hill
the benches in the second parking lot.
in Scarborough , For more information,
Jimmy Piersall May 19. 10 am-7 pm at
Free and open to the public. For mora
call 799-1085.
the Augusta Civic Center. Door prize of
information, call 865-4485.
$1000. More than t 30 dealers from all Ouldoor Trip Hoiline Latest bicyAmerican Buslne. . Women's A ..
cling, hiking, camping, canoeing and
over New England. Autographs ara $6;
soclallon Servlc. Aucllon Aucother trips sponsored by the Casco
admission is $2.50. Proceeds benefit
tion to benefit the ABWA Scholarship
Waterville Araa Big Brothers/Big SisBay Bicycle Club and the Maine Out·
Fund May 15, 7 pm at Michel's Restaudoor Adventura Club. Call 774-1118.
ter.
ran~ Exit 8, Westbrook. 878-3139.

Sport quotes
of the week

SPORT

CRAZIE HIPPIE, 6'2', 29. born
In the sixties, gol stuck in the
...venties, missed the eighties.
looki ng for fun lOVing hippete With
sense of humor. Favonte activities
include anything from wild nighiS on
the lown to quiet walks In the
counlry. I! you enjoy music. old
comfortable Jeans. and love to
laugh. lets meet and ci1eci< out the
nineties. CBW Box 874 TPL
22t27
9 OUT OF 10 DOCTORS
recommend fun, excilement and
hugs. I! Ihat sounds like the right
prescripllon. read on. SWM earty
3O's, IS attractive, romantic, enjoys
outdoors. the ocean. athlellcs.
va" ely of activities. likes to be
acllve. Looking lor attractive ,
slender. ou tgoing, fun-lOVing ,
happy, non-generic SWF to share
lun bmes. Pholo and pilone please.
CBW Box 838
LONelY 34 YR OLD deal man
woukllike to meet deaf girl 25·36
Steady worker. interested in
simple li fe. PO Box 982 ,
PO(tsmouth NH 03802-0982

TALKING

PERS@NAL
With Casco Bay Weeldy's Talking Personals
you can not only read the personals, you can also
listen to them and leave, a message of your own!
Talking Personals are a qUick and easy way to
find out mo re about the person placing the ad,
to share more about yourselr, or just to see
who's out there.

Whenever you place ~ Person-ta-Person ad in
Casco Bay Weekly, you will be assigned a
Talking Personal number (TPL), free! You can
leave an outgoing message so that others can hear
and leave messages of their own for you!
To listen to the Talking Personals in this issue
just follow these simple instructions:
'
I. Dial 1-900-896-2824 from any touchtone phone.

Each call costs 95¢ per minute, bUied 10 your pho ne.
2. When the machine answers , d ial access cooe 22.
3. The machine will ask for a specific number.
Enter the ,"[Pl' number l isted at the end of
the ad you wish LO respond to.
4. Listen to the recorded message·, and leave
your res ponse if you wish.
All calli are oc........,.,. Obscene messages wW be delet<d.
·Penon-to-PenJon advertf2rs may choose not to
leave an outgOing message.

LET'S HAVE FUN and sun our
bunsl Young. professional SWM
looking for bodacious barebottomed babes to join me fO( nude
sunbething in the Southern Maine
area. h's innooont sunworshipping. I
seek nothing else. No tan lines fO(
us this summer. and the lotion is on
mel caw Box 891 TPL 22149
GWM 30'S Have a new canoe. need
a good front man. Willing to train
the right person. CBW Box 892
TPL 22150
GWM I'M GOOD LOOKING,
active. healthy. straighl acting, and
have many interests. Seek inbmale
friendship with same. ~ you're t 8·
30 or . so, enjoy sports and
escheWing boredom, please reply.
Photos a plus. CBW Box 893 lPL
22151
SPRING HAS SPRUNG; grass is
riz. OF 30's wonders where male
comrade is. He needn't speak in
rhyme. but does need to value
lamily and honesty, have a good
sense of sel! and welcome
spontanaely and romance. Let's
share the arrival of spring and
more together. CBW Box 894 TPL
22152
ATTRACTIVE,
PROFESSIONAL male, 45. 5'11'
170. Tired of singles scene, seeks
tall full· figured married lady. 4050 for possible discreet aduli
relatIonship. Life is too short, lhe
present IS preCIous. CBW Box 896
TPL 22154
SF, 24, CREATIVE, liberal,
attractive, love to laugh. love being
outside. health conscious, high sillyfactor, but quite capable of being
serious. Seeking male,non-smoker
with compatible qualilies. CBW
Box 897 TPL 22155
MOMMA BEAR SEEKS Poppa
Bear to snuggle Wlth while our cubs
sleep, to help cook porridge in the
mornings, and \0 hike with through
the woods to shed some of our
hibernation poundage. Let's invite
Goldilod<s to BRUNCH I CBW Box
898 TPL 22156
I'M A FUN LOVING 29 yr. old.
good looking professional SWM
5'9" 160 Ills looki ng fO( a lady. She
shoukl be 24·32, lairly attractive,
preferably 5'6' and under with a
deSire to enjoy life. If your reading
thiS and fit this descripllon-rm
looking forward in heanng from
you. CBW Box 900 TPL 22158
GWM, 32, HANDSOME,
intelligent, independent, flexible,
secure seeks similar 26-34 for
relationship, travel and poSSible
relocation to the South. Must be
unattached and have a clear
understanding of themselves and
those around them. Must also have
personal and profeSSIonal goals
with a s~ong desire to "have It all:
Waiting for Mr. Right CBW Box
902 TPL 22160
WM 33 What ever happened to
that fun loving, playful, sometimes
senous girl I once knew? Does she
still enJoy IIle. Adventurous?
Dreamer? If you wrile- rll call.
CBW Box 903 TPL 22161
GWM, 40, ATTRACTIVE,
masculine, honest, and drug free
seeks same 25-40 of any race for
inlimacy. friendship and no strings
attached relationship. CBW Box
904 TPL 22162

$1.50 1st minl7~ add'i mins
WF PROFESSIONAL 30
interested in meeting S-DWM who
is linancially and emotional~ secUI8
and free for lunch. rm interested in
gardening, cooking, dining out, my 1
year old dauQhter. the beach. my
career and playing Scrabble. I'm
nol fat or ugly (5'6' 120 Ibs) and
hope thai you're not either. Please
send photo and details that might
entice me to call you. Weird. POO(.
obnoxious, chemically-<1ependent.
chauvinists and child molesters
need not apply. CBW Box 908
SF 30-WOULD like 10 make friends
with a SM 3Oish, who enjoys similar
interests. someone who has an
adventurous side, yel IS also down
to earth. I look forward to being
very active this summer biking,
canoeing, hiking, camping and trying
new thingS. I! you'd like 10 gel out
and play, send a note my way. PO
Box 9715-998 Portland ME
O4t04 TPL 22t67
SUBMISSIVE WOMAN wanled
to be love slave. Must crave B & 0
and desire to satisfy master's
every whim. Send interesting pholo
and fantasy for response. CBW
Box 909 TPL 22 t 68
SWM INTO COUNTRY music and
sports. This banjo picking redneck
loves to party and do the Dlrly
Frog Dance. Fishes regularly so
woman must have own boat Please
send picture of boa!. CBW Box
910 TPL 22169

+The+
Venus Project
Astrological Match-Making
For Singles Who Want A Lasting Relationship

The reasonable one-time fee maintains
your membership until you have the
relationship you want

Call Today for a Free Brochure
800-446-2979
8PheasantLane • Lexin ton,MA02173

Gay Matching!
1!:.!lUJ.I!lI!l~~.r 800·633-6969

D1;I.~~e!~I:'s~!!2~E
24 Hour Service

'9 1..900.. 226.. 2003
d 1..900 ..988 ..3135
d 1..900 ..988 ..3139
9 1..900.. 226.. 2007
a 1..900 ..988 ..3136
Q 1..900 .. 226..2004
'tJ;> 1..900.. 226 ..2006
a 1..900 ..988 ..3137
Q 1..900.. 226..2005
d 1..900 ..988 ..3138
FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!
Leave Your Name & Message Call1 ..800..388..8274
$5 er min. (3 min. program)
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body & soul

I

I

roommates

ACOA/COOEPENOENCY Group.
This 12·week group will focus on
recovery for ACOA's and
Codependents through group
therapy, educational experiences
and a strong focus on utilization of
12·step recovery programs and
philosop/ly. Issues of self·esteem,
abuse, relationships, work issues
and boundaries in recovery will be
explored. For additional
information please contact: Don
Kent, LSAC 871 ·0100 or Sharon
Jalbert, RSAC 324·7891
MEN'S EARLY RECOVERY
Group. This 12·week group will
focus on men's issues and early
recovery from addiction . For
addilional information please
contact: Don Kent, LSAC 871·
0100
EARLY
SOBRIETY·
DECfSIONS? DIRECTIONS? Help
In recognizing where you are now,
and in mapping your progress .
groups beginning in MaylJune. Call
773·0279. Alec and Maureen
Hysop.

I

SELF-ESTEEM: A sense of one's
own dignity and worth, the
cornerstone in the foundation upon
which we build 10 become wellrounded, . content and successful
participants in life. Lack of se~·
esteem means years of untapped
potentiaf and limited living. A group
is being fonned fO( those who need
enhancement, support and
development in this critical area
Please call 772-6892 for more
information.
MOVE INTO SPRING! One·day
workshops usinQ Expressive arts
and Authentic Movement
18Chniques. May 19 and June 16, 104, led by Caroline Loupe, MA,
Registered Dance/Movement
Therapist. Call 871·8274 fdr
information.

WOMEN: Does being in love mean
being in pain? Learn how to chanQe
dysfunctional relationship
patterns. Therapy group now
lorming based on ·Women Who
Love Too Much: For more
information cafl 871-9256
REIKI HEALING Let this
Japanese energy balancing
technique relieve your stress and
pain, leaving you mentally clear,
renewed, revitalized and feeling
GREATI Call Kristen Erica, 2nd
dagree Practitioner at 773-1346
ONE-DAY DREAM Seminar,
Saturday, May 12. Cafl: Dwinell &
Hall,799-1024
METAPHYSICAL READINGS
from a spiritual perspective olfer
insi9ht and practical application
regarding your current energy
field , life lessons, personaf symbols,
and eIlaflenges. CaD Regina at 729·
024 t
PARTNERS OR friends of
survivors of sexuaf abuse. Group
forming. Call Rosie Byrer 772·
7532
POLARITY THERAPY Special
offer. A gentle, noninvasive way 10
open and balance you Life Energy
System. Introductory session $25
Call Beth Koehler CPT, LMs T
284-9594 Kimball Health Center,

D A '::"1 C E
~.

ballet lJIIodern
.11
( LAS SESAT
Ram Island Dance
25A Faresl Avenue, Portland

Advanced Modern

Tues, lhurs - 9:45am

Leawmessage.

Interntediate Modern

Tues, Thurs - 5:30pm
Ballet

Mon, Wed _ 9:45am
Tues - 5:30pm
Beginning Modern

Wed _ 5:30pm
(starting April 251h)

Saco

RENEWING THE Inner Lile 01
Spiritual Leaders . Mid-week
retreat .. on Lake Winnipesaukee.
June 26 through June 28. Call
Geneva Point Conference Center,
(803) 253-4366, or Dwinell & Hall
at (207) 799-1024.
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Portland

~

Dr. Karen Danko, D.C., N.D.

~

•~ Cooopractlc
. Natural Hea1t h Center ~~

~
~

wbolistic cbi1'Opl'aClic "alm-ollalby

~

~

475 Slevens Ave P01>tlandME 04103

~

~

,

~

~
772-5131
~
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success- personal and business

\

Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW-IP \ CARPENTRY WORKSHOPS Frame
counselor, b"pnotist, psychic

\ to Finish- AuguslS-17, Renovations-

J.

\

byappointmenl 8 71 -0032

t
t

June 4·15, Timber Frame- July 9-

\ 20. Call 207- 282·7126 or wrile:

SUNNY SPACIOUS Wesl End
ap~ needs roommate. Non-smoker,
must like cats. $285/month. Great
location. Use of yard· 1 party
space. Caf1871·0110 Laura or Uz.
SPECTACULAR Casco Bay views.
Housemate wanted to share
spacious 2BR apt with prolessionaf
woman in the E. Prom area. rm
looking for a smart, quiet,
responsible, leftist-type to create
a fnendly, semi-cooperatr"e home.
$290 879-0298
ROOMMATES HERE! You need
them, we've got them. Portland's
established roommate referral
service has the perlect person to
share your home, or the perlect
home for you to sharel For Iowfees,
and professional service, cafl THE
ROOMMATE LOCATER 7749303
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to
share Falmouth lakefront home.
good for somebody that enloys
swimming
and
boating.
$280/month plus 1/2 electricity.
Call Steve 797-4510.
ROOMMATES NEEDED June 1
$185/month includes heat.
Spacious 3 BR apt. 5 min. from
USM
AND
PSA.773-1308
Students
prelerred.
Call Pam

THE BEST FOR LESS! Cape
Elizabeth 1 dog, 1 ca~ 2 teachers
seek MIF for 3BR house on estate.
Easy·going, tolerant household.
Avail June 1 $33Olinc util. 7994551
BEAUTIFUllY FURNISHED 6
room apt, off Eastern Prom needs
neat, non·smoker. Available
immediately. $250 plus util. Call
871-0509. Leave message.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted
May t5. No smoking West End apt
$155/month + util. 775-6247.
ROOMMATE M/F wanted to
share quiet house in Cape Elizabeth
near ocean. Avail. July 1st 10-15
minutes to town. Washer/dryer.
Room wlprivate bath. Must be nonsmoker. h:767-4581 w:883·3936
ask for Don.
BEST VIEW 01 Casco Bay I
Roommate wanted for Z bedroom
apt near Eas tern Prom.
$2911month. Off street parking,
wid, and deck. Nonsmokers please.
Available June 1st 772-8178
SABBATH DAY LAKElNew
Gloucester. Responsible MIF N/s
to share waterfront 4BR house
with deck and private beaell. 20 min
to Lewiston and Portland. No pets
$2251mo + util and deposil Days
846-6600 eves 926-3486
W. FALMOUTH M/F to share
4BR house. $220 + utils. Call 8785362. Near highway but quiet, with
parking and wid in basement.
BEAUTIFUL, SUNNY, spacious
East End apt with a waterlront
view. $235/month + 1/3 util.
Female n/s 774-4907
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to
share spacious 3br apt.
$234/monlh + util. N/S,
responsible,quiet,
studenVprofessional preferred.
USM area. Avail August 1. Cafl
Chantal 772·5667
PORTLAND WEST END Married
couple with dog and cal looking fO(
non·smoking, responsible person to
rent exira bedroom and share
single family house. $300 per
month plus toll phone cafls. 7741682

SOUTH
FREEPORT, M/F
roommate wanted to share
beautiful house near harbor.
Fireplace, garden, porch, wid. No I!~""."""
smokers 0( pets, please. $325 +
utlls 865-4558. Avail now.

\ Wood Lily, RR 2, Box 976,
\ Kennebunk, Maine 04046.
·~,-" '- ,- , -~ ,- , - ,- ,-~ ,--,-~ ,- ,----,- ,-,--,-,- ,I ACTING CLASSES' Expand your v:~

for
. . . . . rent
fxxxxxxxxxx;~~x~~xx.~xx.x....... E:~~~;rt~i~£~f~~ ~!!!i~!~:;l::!~l'::' if~~~~~:a~~~~fl~:~~
Therapeutic Massage
~
member AMTA
~ Sweetish, Pola"il)', and Deep Tissue Massage
~
.
~ 1 M,tchell Rd
799-3346
~ South Portland ME

start a new series of acting classes
on May .16. Call 874·2970 for more
InformallOn.
FRENCH LESSONS offered by
experienced Parisian native teacher.
~llevels. Cafl m -t076

t

I

t

r

t

•

I

I
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RENT A WIFE Attention busy
execulives, rm lhe person who can
take care of all your domestic
needs. I can take 2 more clients:
cleaning.. laundry, shopping,
organization, cooking, errands, etc.
Call 879·7049 for appointment.
Refs. required.
RENT A HUSBAND Lady's: I have a
limited number of openings.
Services include : painting ,
yardwork, general household
maintenance, lifting, tugging and
hauling. Call 879·7049 for
appointment. Refs. required.
LIGHTNING ELECTRIC and
refrigeration. Super quality worX,
fair price. Period. Member Better
Business Bureau. Cafl 774-3116
elECTRICIAN cafl Forrest for alf
your electrical needs. Fuses to
breakers, washerldryer/range
outlets, generaf rewiring. Ucensed
and insured. 24 hour service 20
years experience. 772·5257
HOUSECLEANER Dependable
woman to clean your home
weekly /biweekly, excellent
references. Cafl 883-5833
COMPLETE BUSINESS services
available to smalf businesses and
self· employed ind ividuals.
Quarterly reports , financial
statements and business start·
ups. Readily convenient to service
you. Experience, reasonable lees
and reliable work ISour distinction.
Calf Abacus Accounting at 799·
4316
TYPING: small term papers ,
articles or small projects for a
minimaf charge. RESUMES written
and typed with' copies for a flat
fee. Call 865·6722 . Leave

message.

TREE REMOVAL, trim ming
dangerous 10ppings, camp jobs.
Call us 892·7803 anytime, day or
mghlNo job too big or small. Leave

for sale

AUTO REPAIR
all makes/models
low labor rates
new & used parts
at discount prices
17 years experience

call
Robert

774-6674

GETTING MARRIED?
NEED A PHOTOGRAPHER,
but don'l want to spend half your honeymoon money on one??

Rick Crockett Photography
774-4732

Hand Painted
Finishes
Marbling, Antiquing
Colorwashing, etc,

0

772-1735 0

FREE FREE FREE
Junk car and truck removal
Any condition
car carrier available

CALL 774-0268

PETE KELLY
Carpenter
Builder
Designer
new construction
remodeling
roofing, decks
basement remodels
aspecia/ty

fully insured
871-8086

, ,.

I

I

,

birthday parties, weddings,special events

Gertrude M. MCFarland
freelance photographer
284 Danforth St
Portland ME

774-4697

CAN'T FIND THE RIGHT WORDS?

I.E'ITER BY LETI'ER
Let us write lyrical, lucid, and letter-perfect personal
and business letters for you! Speeches, ceremonies,
and messages to mark special occassionS, too!

773-4772

1-800-827-8010

•

;.) !!II
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WHOLlSTICALL Y-ORIENTED
person with strong back and good
sense of humO( wanted 10 help care
for persons with MS. Flexible
schedule, good pay. Cafl Maybe
Someday. n3-3275.
NAN NIESIHOMEMAKERS Live·
in jobs with East Coast
professional lamilies. Use your
childcare skills travel make
friends. Jobs for all ages. Excellent
salarylbenefits. Expenses paid.
Send resume: Box 625, Livingston,
NJ 07039 or cafl: Nanny's Eas~ 1800·A·NANNIE.
HELP WANTED: Looking for
part·time ·person· Friday : typing,
people skills, unflappable. Send
resume to: Dr. llana Rosansky, 400
Deering AVe., Portland, ME 04103.
HAIRSTYLIST BOOTH RENTAL
·Status in Hair" Willard Square
South Portland Call 773-8047

Iq!IImWIIIISUtI
ATTENTION,
NEW AGE
OCCULTISTS : Jesus was
JEWISHI BORN AGAIN Christians
of all races love Him very muell.
Why don1 you?

WHY ISN'T

YOUR

AD
HERE?

775-6601
all todayl

leave mr&age.
19 FT . SUNCRAFT, woodenlapstreak. Hull in great condo Vohro·
penta. Inboard/outboard needs
cosmetics and a captain. News the
time... Dan @ 883-6635
SEA KAYAK Klepper Aerius
expedlbon model. Black hypaklo hun
with blue deck. Two piece spray
cover included. Comes with slO1'llQe
bags, repair ki~ paddle. Used only
three Umes. Move forces sale.
$1800. Call Max at 839·3226
(eves).
1989 BOSTON WHALER Super
sprt eith 40hp EVlnrude. Easy to
trailer, safe and beaulilul. Just
broken in. Full moring, many extras.
Asking $7,600 save $2,000. Call
(207) 933·2493

r----------------,

DO YOU
- GIVE MASSAGES
-REPAIR CARS
- DEAL ANTIQUES

-SHRINK HEADS
Choose casco Bay Weekly
as a vehicle for delivering
the message about your
business to the Ponland
area's most active readers.
Our readers want quality
service and professionals.
they can trust. Help them
fmd you in the
CBW Classlfleds

SO. PORTLAND 2BR New waflto·wall carpeting, dishwasher.
Excellent area, no pets .
$500/month + util and sec. dep.
799-3073
BRIGHT AND SUNNY 2 room apt
in Cape Elizabeth home. Private
entrance, seduded and convenient·
4 miles from beach and 5 miles Irom
Portland. $400 + share of oil and
elec. Call 799-4462. Keep lrying.

,..

OLD PORT ARMS
56 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE
Quaint, spacious, one-bedroom apartments
available in a variety of styles, including
loft with ocean view, two-level with fire place. Our uniquely slylish apartments are
located in the heart of the Old Port. Rents
!range from $450 to $52S/month plus utilities.
For an appointment call Spectrum Inc,
weekday mornings at 797-0223

..

Spectrum Inc.
do your rental shopping at

THE APARTMENT STORE
fN

searching for the

~!

IDEAL apartment?

-3 bedroom West End $800 heated-1 bedroom West End $450 heated-2 bedroom Deering Oaks $525 heatedOld

Port- 1, 2, 3 bedroom aptsstarting at $400

~

READY TO FLY! Red Hawk 1973 MERCEOES 2200 4 Dr 4
Ultralight, enclosed COCkpit, push speed, runs and looks great.
bunon start, full aerilons and $3,250 or best offer. 772·7800.
flaps. On wheels, with floats. 77 AMC HORNET WAGON runs
$6500 or blo. Catmaran with new well. $250 Call Dan 883-6635
trampoline and rollerreefing rig. 86 AUDI 4000 CS Quatro 4WD
$1400.799-4305
~I power AMIFM cassette Great
COMPUTER-DESK locking roll- carl $7990 773.6830
.
top- like new condition ! Sold MW 1989 CHEVY BEREnA GT Black
for .~600 2 years ago. Will 16,000 miles, loaded. Excellent
sacrllice for $275. Call 854-2972 condition. $9900 cafl 774-5335.
ETIENNE-AIGNER burgendy Ask fO( Dave Of leave message
leather blazer. Petite. Hardly worn. 74 VOLVO 164E Touring Sedan.
Great bargain fO( $75. Call 879· Running well . 4 spd 00- fuel inj .
1882 and leave message.
w/AM-FM Cassette and sunroof A
HOLMES 12 CHANNEL powered fun ride. $1000 772-0561
.
mixing board ",":0 250 watt amps.. 21987 JEEP WRANGLER Colorado
FX loops, 2 EQ s and reverb aflln red, automatic, power steering
one. $600 2 mOnitors $65 each. black hard/soft top cassette'
1900 Datsun 510 wagon, needs pullout. $8000 or blo: After 6pm
clutch $250 0( Will trade fO( small 799.8943
trailer. 775-4753 eves.
1983 BUICK SKYHAWK 5
KORG Po.LY 800 synth wIMIDI speed. Dark blue.Great AMlFM
and case, like new, $300. Ya'!'"ha with tape deck. One owner carCXSM MUSICCmputer, WIBasIC FM $1000 or blo. Must sell. Call Ted
synth, keyboard, and MIDI, $250. 773·8295 after 5pm
Ex~ellent starter keyboards. WE MUST SELL- 88 s·10 Blazer
Ultimate support keyboard stand auto, alc, loaded· $8800/bo 88
lor up to 4 Instruments, $75. Call Jetta GL 4dr alc sunroof
761 ·8122
"
,
1 .PAIR. OF 114 KARAT total ~~~~~ ~j't~~~~OOk warrenty,
weight diamond eamngs for $200 , _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,
or b/o: 1/4 karat diamond pinkie
ring $200 or b/o. Call 854-1038.
nno answer, leave message
80 S~ZUKI. 4503300 miles. Good
conditIOn, SISSY bar, saftey bar, 2
t
helmuts $500 883·3821 Leave

We've ground up nine familiar objects at the right and would like you to
unscramble their names below.

10 SP BIANCHI MEN'S Bike.
Excellent condition. $150 7998764

1l61EtltiilUtJ
PHASE 1 BACKYARD Flea
Market. Saturday Mayl 2th lOam
@ 88 Brackett St. Books ,
CD's,albums , linens, kitchenware,
bedding, appliances, furniture and
you name it. It's gonna be a
happening! Everything musl go. I
am looking to see you there.

1)

WTawchitts

2)

hoteJneep

3)

castJeecps

4)

YOURJUNK
COULD BE

message.

Solution to Real Puzzle #17

Groundwork

piecesnearhnrlp

5)

SOMEONE E1SE S

TREASURE

Can you solve the RealPuzzle? Ifso,
there is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the first prize winner. Two
movie passes to General Cinemas
Maine Mall awaits the second prize
winner. Contestants are ineligible to
winmore than one prize ina fow-week
span. Only one entry is allowed per
person per week.
All entries for this week' s puzzle
mustbe received by Wed., May 16. The
solution to this week's puzzle will
appearin theMay 24 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly.

tigergirlheatetc

6)

tastelimecfs

7)

Jawnmak

For thpse of you like ants on top ofa
hot cooking pot, the correct solutions

are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

5)

6)

Send your best guess to:

7)

Real Puzzle #19
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

8)
9)

10)
11)

advertise it
in the

~~
Classifieds

8)

ca1lrotacu

12)

9)

plantloinpeb

13)

caB 775-6601 for
more itiformation

14)

~--------------~

15)

ARE YOU SELLING
YOUR GARAGE?

16)
17)

Biting off more .. .
Riding a tiger...
The truth will out
Paper cannot wrap up fire
A drop in the bucket
One hair from nine oxen
Picky, picky, picky
To blowon the hair ...
Asyesow .. .
If one plants melons.. .
The bad apple ...
The horse that leads ...
On pins and needles
Like ants on tot> ...
It take two ...
It is impossible to clap ...
Bait and switch
To display a lambs head ...
To lock the barn door...
To dig a well ...
The talk of the town
To be like wind and rain ...
Water under the bridge
The wood has already
been used up ...
Like comparing apples
and oranges
The head of the cow ...
Speak of the devil
When you speak of
Ts'aoTs' ao
Where there' s smoke
there's fire
There are no waves if there is
no wind
BuiJdingcastJes ...
Like climbing a tree . ..
As thick as thieves
Like bamboo shoots . ..

First prize goes to Susan Butler of
Freeport and second prize goes to Diana Hayden of Peaks Island. Remember paper cannot wrap up fire.

Auctioning off your yard?

--

247 Danforth St
PorUand ME
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~

~
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761-2434

music lessons

m

c 1990 Uniled Fealure Syndicate.
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wanted

PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHER
7735221

message.
CASCO CLEANING SERVICE
Now offering HYDRO MASTER
truck·mount sleam exlraction for
carpets. Very fast drying. Call
about our low ' Sprlng Cleaning'
rates in ellect thru June. 773·
7510
COLLEGE STUDENT with truck
avaiable to do odd jobs and moving.
Very handy and can fix most
everything. Excellent references,
call any time, day or night, 7742159, leave message.

CASCO BAY MONTESSORI
School offers quality care in a
LAS VEGAS-TIME SHARE You home-like environment. Current
can use the week in Las Vegas or openings for afternoon session
exchange it lor anywhere In the US 11 :45 to 3:30, Art & Crafts
or overseas. 828-1303 Vickie
Program 3:30 to 5:30. Beginning
July 2, 'Summer MO(nings· 9:00 to
12:00, drop all welcomed with
same day call. Also accepting
enrollmen t for September
USED ROCK CASSETTES Afternoon Sess ions, flexible
wanted. Also vintage (pre-1970) scheduling. Call 799-2400, located
45's and C&W lP's. Cash peid. We at 440 Ocean St, South Portland
travel to your collection. Call Fay in
Portland 772-1442.
WANTED TO RENT single
professional female (non smoker, no TIRED OF OUTRAG
pets, quiet) needs 1 br apl in boatyard prices? Tune·ups,
Portland·Falmouth area. $450 bo ttom painting, diving, sma ll
rent, heated, hardwood floors salvage and moorings (sel and
preferred. 775-5401 x116 found). GUARANTEED LOWEST
weekdays.
RATES I East Coast Marine. Call
Collecl If necessary. 892·7803

GAYLE
PETTY
KANE

Please call

childcare

WEST END 2 BR Penlhouse for
rent. Newly renovated wlw
carpeting, lois of sun, sl<ylight In
Bathroom , laundry facilities in
bldg, A great Qetaway, $600 plus
utils. parking Included. A really
charming Pad. 761 ·5832 Scott

PORnAND 2-3, hd wd firs,
working fireplace, decks, fully
applianced, 5·10 minule walk to
MMC and USM, sunny very clean.
$650/month + util. Call 874·
2448

w ..,••: ..: ••• ".'.' ..'.:;::,:'.:':'..•..: •.':.,:.......

Professional Well-Being has both 770.2840.
full and part·time office space LONG ISLAND near beach, tennis,
available 10 attractive West End store and lerry. Sleeps 6. June
Townhouse. Ideal situation for $300/ k J I
d
counselor massage therapist $400M. 'Tele~on:~66_~}u~
acupuncturist, etc. 772·1896
'weekends or 617-396.8145
weel«Jay (NBS.

biz services

'.

LAW SCHOOL- Exeter st. 2BR,
garage and off street parking .
Newly redecorated. Many extra
features-screened porch, attic.
Clean and hornay. No pets. Couple
preferred. $600 + uti Is. 879·
0748
WEST STREET 2BR : cathedral
ceilin9s, wlw carpet, wafk·in closet,
secunty, coin laundry, nonsmokers.
$80OImonth plus low utilities. Ben
Lund (day) 173·6411 (eves) 8718023
USM AREA large, sunny heated
and renovated 4BR apt. Rent and
security deposit negotiable. Ideal
for the professionaf, sludent. Avail
May 773-4868

pe,·sm.al developmePJt classes
relax"liot~ bealing, meditation, psycbic

~

stuff for sale wheels

for rent

ROOMMATE NEEDED M/F
professionaf, nonsmoker needed to
share a sunny 2BR apt in So.
Portland. Great location. Minutes
from Portland and 1 block away
from the beaell . Avail June 1
287.5O/month + 112 util. CaD Usa
at 799-7806. Leave message.
APARTMENT TO SHARE.
Eastern Prom area Sunny, spacious
with hardwood floors. Available
after June 1. Splil $450 and util.
References. 774-4231
WANTED M/F roommale to share
quiet sunny West End apt. Great
localion. $230/month. includes
heatlhw. Non-smoker a must,
vegetarian preferred. no pets. Call
Johanna or Jonathan at 772-6980.

23

instructor at
Colby College
& WaynHete

<;U~l6SONS
t">lonsc"lpnons
rhtDIW
soIoInc;
$!c;hr....blnq

.5OOc;UJIl.!r1n<;

772"()208

761-4569

3'm' WEID~El\

Portland's #1 music teaching

facility

for more itiformation
caU MelissaJohnson at 775-6601

• 1990 United Feature Syndicate

GUITAR s DRUM WORKSHOP
if you want to learn to slap, pop, and be a part

of today's bass scene,>,

633 Forest Ave
get down wi~ Bill and Lance
Portland·773-3444 ....d Ie..", Ibe latest "ass leclndques

CLASSIFIED POUCY
Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accepl cash, personat checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD .
Consult lhe RATES in the coupon to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are
lisled free as a pubtic service. DEADLINE for
all types of classified advertising is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the foll owing Thu rsday's
edition. Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting with the nexl issue. CBW will
not prinl ads that seek to buy or sell sexuat
services for money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual content. CBW will not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section .
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST either provide a Post OffICe Box number in
their ad or use 1he CBW BOX SERVICE (rate
information in AD FORM). All information
pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON advertisers is kept strictty confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right to categorize,
refuse or edit ads due 10 inappropriate content, etc. CBW shall not be liable for errors of
omissions in, or a failure 10 insert, any advertisemenl for which it may be responsibte,
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not refundabte.
L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---'

~o U
the CBW .

Classified
Policy before
com pletelng hiS
form. Write legibly
or type, and use
addit ional paper
If necessary.

.

PQ"IlNG'

If you d erive regular income

from the subJects(s) of your
Classified Ads(s) please
use the busi ness rate.
And thank you for
choosing Casco Bay Weekly

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

EFFECTIVE 1-1 -90
All charges are per week

Up to 30 words
31-45 words
46-60 words
Each Add 'i word
CBW Box Service

Individual

Business

$7.00
9.00
11.00
.15
5.00

$9.00
11.00
13.00
.20
5.00

MESSAGE: _______________________________________________

Not for publication: We need the following informallon
10 pIlnt your ad. It will be held In slnet confidence.
NAME ______________________________
ADDRESS ______________________________

CITY ____________________________
STATE ______ _ ZIP CODE _______ __
DAYTtME PHONE ____________ _ __
PAYMENT:
PREFERRED CATEGORY: ____ _ _ _ ______

TOTAL WORDS: ___ __

BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT ____ ¢ EACH

CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

Check
Mastercard

Money Order _ __
Visa

Credit Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________
+ ------

Expiration~D:a:t:e.::;.::;r.::;.::;.::;~.::;.::;.::;.::;r.::;.::;-.,

+ ------

x _______

_________________________________________________________________________ _

•

QUICK & EASY FOOD SHOPPING

OPEN SUNDAYS!
8am-6pm

.

.
r
j

II

)

~

ITHIS WEEK'S FEATURES I
CHICKEN

For every $1.00 you spend at
Paul's, you get one XTRA CASH
stamp. Save 36 stamps on a
Saver Card and purchase an

XTRA CASH FEATURE
,
! .
.

.. ,

XYRA CASH
BONUS SPECIALS BELOW
SELECT ONE WITH EACH FILLED CERTIFICATE
SAVE 8O¢ MARGARINE Qtrs.

BLUE BONNET
SAVE 70¢ 4 Roll Tissue

CHARMIN
SAVE 94¢ IGA Quart

MAYONAISE
SAVE $1.00 PERDUE 1 Lb.

FRANKS

- ----------

l~

1 0.

6

SAVE ~ Potato Chips

9~ PRINGLES

99 ~

SAVE$1.00IGAQuarters

69 ~
~
59

SAVE504CatFood

$1.19

BUTTER
NINE LIVES

9~

2/39~

SAVE~IGAChunkLight

29~

TUNA FISH

DRUMSTICKS
,..~~3ge .
CRISP

IGA

CUKES

G

FRENCH FRIES

5/,,~o2/8ge
PAY YOUR UTIUTY BILLS AT PAUL'S! • CMP • PHONE. CABLE. GAS • WESTERN UNION. BOTH STJlRES

- - - - -fHiS-COOp()ffGOOb- FORAlNOFJ'~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -n:
. % . XTRA CASH SPECIAL COUPON
Ii:

ISTED ABOVE LEFT-LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
""~~ NO OTHER PURCHASE REQUIRED Good thru May 17,1990.
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LIMITED EDITION

Order your own totally
hip CBW T-Shirt by
sending $12 (Cash,
Check or Money Order)
and the address label
below to:

I

CascoBov
""EEKLY
T-SHIRT
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Casco Bay Weekly T-Shirt
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
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State & Zip:

, .

,,
I

,

Name:
Mailing Address:

I

'
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but never

-~-----------------------I

·· ..
, .
I

Specify Color: Black, Aqua, Royal
Blue or Pink. T-Shirts are 100%
Cotton XL, and sport the CBW
logo on the front pocket.
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C asco Bav

Specify Color: .
D Black D Pink
I
DAqua DRoyalBlue ~EKLV I
I
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